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Mr Bunce’s reasons for
joining a demonstration

. Do you really believe th at the ballot will becom e
the law of the la n d any sooner because you incur this
danger and inconvenience?’
‘Look here, Mr. Finn; I don’t believe the sea will b e
come any fuller because the Piddle runs into it out of the
D orsetshire fields; but I do believe th a t the waters from
all the countries is what makes the ocean. I shall help;
and it’s my duty to h elp .’
‘I t’s your duty as a respectable citizen with a wife and
family, to stay at h o m e.’
‘If everybody with a wife and fam ily was to say so,
th ere’d be none there but roughs, and then where should
we be? . . . If every m an with a wife and family was to
show hisself in th e streets to-night, we should have the
ballot before P arliam ent breaks up, and if none of ’em
d on’t do it, we shall never have the ballot. If th a t’s so, a
m a n ’s duty’s clear enough. He ought to go, though he’d
two wives and fam ilies.’ A nd he went.
A. Trollope, Phineas Finn (1869),
C hap. XXV

Preface

T h e lead p ap e r in this symposium, by Stanley Benn, was
presented to a conference in 1975, sponsored jointly by
the University of Bristol and the Society for Critical
Philosophy. R ich ard W ollheim, Brian Barry, Alan Ryan,
and M artin Hollis were all present at the conference, and
their com m ents are based on contributions they m ade
there. T he com m ent by Carole Patem an was a specially
solicited contribution to this volume. Before w riting her
own paper, D r Patem an saw not only the lead p aper, and
the contributions of the other com m entators, but also a
first draft of Stanley B enn’s Rejoinder. This has since
been revised, to take account of Dr P atem an ’s rem arks.
Geoffrey M ortim ore, having read the final version of all
the contributions, charts the course of the discussion in
his Foreword.
Acknowledgm ent is due to Professor K orner of the D e
p artm en t of Philosophy of the University of Bristol, for
inviting and welcom ing the participants to the 1975
Bristol Conference, to the D epartm ent of Philosophy,
Research School of the Social Sciences of T he A ustralian
N ational University, for helping to m ake the symposium
available at a price within the reach of students, to Ms
Anne van der Vliet and Mr David D um aresq for their
help in preparin g and typing the m anuscript and to the
latter for correcting the proofs.
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Foreword
G. W. Mortimore

T h e contributors to this volume discuss w hether and in
what sense participation in mass political activity can be
rational. Such participation is to be understood as
including a wide range of activities — em bracing
m em bership of political organisations, dem onstrating,
and voting.
T here are two kinds of interest in the rationality of
these activities. First, there is an interest in the possibility
of developing theories which explain and predict political
activities, by ascribing a degree of rationality to political
agents. Since dem ocratic states in p articu lar require a
relatively high degree of participation to operate
successfully, one naturally wants to know w hether there
are reasons which their citizens m ight have th at would
explain their willingness to participate, or w hether
explanations m ust be sought in non-rational terms.
Second, those who value a m easure of political
participation in the com m unity are interested in
justifying the evaluative judgm ent th a t participation is
rational, in showing th at there are good reasons for
anyone to participate, and in answering those who say
th at there are not.
Why focus on the rationality of participation, rath er
th an its fairness, or its tendency to prom ote desirable
states of affairs? For both theoretical and justificatory
purposes, showing th at political p articipation is rational
is thought to have m ore powerful consequences than
showing it to be fair or conducive to certain benefits. T he
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latter argum ents will allow us to explain participation
only within com m unities where fairness or particular
benefits are valued enough to m otivate a sufficient
num ber of individuals to p articip ate; and they will
com m and assent only from individuals who share these
values. However, if there are reasons for political
participation which m ake it rational, then neither
explanation nor justification depends on the acceptance
of any particu lar ethical or political values — by the
individuals subsum ed u n d er an explanatory theory, or
the individuals subjected to justificatory argum ent.
T he suggestion th a t p articipation is not rational rests
on the argum ent th at whatever the political goals at
stake, any given individual’s participatory contribution
usually makes no difference to w hether these political
goals are achieved. Given th at participation involves
quite definite costs for the individual in term s of his
private goals, it will generally be rational (so the
argum ent goes) for an individual to choose not to
participate. His private ends provide him with a reason
for not participating; his political ends do not provide
him with a countervailing reason for participation, since
his participation will m ake no difference to the outcom e.
Mr Benn seeks to m eet this challenge within two selfimposed constraints. First, he does not suggest th at any
particu lar ends — either political or private — are ones
which any rational m an will pursue; nor th at any
p articu lar values like fairness (in term s of which
participation m ight be argued for) are ones which any
rational m an would hold; nor th at any p articu lar actions
(like voting) are ones which any rational m an would value
for their own sake. In B enn’s view, therefore, someone
who argues th at p articipation is necessary to create a
certain kind of com m unity, or th a t it is a requirem ent of
fairness, or th at it is somehow intrinsically a civic duty, is
not showing th at p articipation is rational tout court —
only that it is at best rational for men who hold these
particular values.
Second, Benn wishes to meet the challenge in a way
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that allows th at in some circum stances it may be rational
not to particip ate. A reply to the challenge ‘proves’ too
m uch if it suggests th at p articipation is always the course
of action it is rational for a m an to pursue.
B enn’s strategy is to argue th a t participation can be
rational, under certain conditions, for any individual
who has political values. If an individual’s political values
include the achievem ent of a state of affairs S, but his
participation will m ake no difference to the achievement
of S, it can still be rational for him to participate, if and
only if :
(i) there exists a convention defining the participatory
activity as a way of m anifesting com m itm ent to the
political value ( S ) ;
(ii) he gives priority to acting qua political agent or
citizen over action in other (e.g. private) roles.
If these conditions are satisfied, then the individual has a
reason for p articipating: th at his action m aintains
consistency with avowed principle. H ere Benn introduces
a conception of rationality very different from the
instrum ental, m eans-end notion of rationality employed
in decision-theory. T he problem of the rationality of
political participation is posed as a problem of how an
individual’s participation could be seen as a m eans to his
political ends. Benn’s contribution is to suggest th at an
individual’s participation can be rational by virtue of its
consistency with his political principles or beliefs. He
claims for this conception of rationality the advantage
that it exhibits as rational actions done for reasons of
principle, which promise no advantageous outcomes.
T he inclusion of the second condition in B enn’s
account allows for the possibility of non-participation
being the rational course of action, if an individual rankorders acting in other-than-political roles higher in
certain circum stances.
T he discussion of B enn’s argum ent ranges over four
issues. Firstly, is there really a problem about the
instrum ental rationality of political participation? Barry
in particular seeks to argue that it is possible to provide
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an instrum ental justification for political p articipation.
Secondly, is B enn’s account conceptually adequate? Some
of his critics suggest either th at his concept of rationality
is unclear, or that B enn’s putative rational political agent
is actually someone who is perform ing a non-rational
expressive act. Benn meets these suggestions in his
rejoinder by articulating his notion of rationality as
consistency with principle. A nother question about the
conceptual adequacy of B enn’s account focuses on his use
(in condition (ii) above) of the notion of a political role.
Some of his critics question w hether there is such a thing
as a political or civic role, which an individual m ight
rank-order against other roles. T h e dispute about this
question clearly still has a lot of m ileage left in it.
T he third issue raised in discussion concerns the
conventions referred to in B enn’s condition ( i ) . Even if
B enn’s conditions (i) and (ii) are satisfied, would it be
rational to p articipate if there were no rationale for the
convention which defined th a t form of participation as a
way of m anifesting com m itm ent to the ag en t’s political
values? Benn claims, as a rationale for one prom inent
convention, that a conceptual scheme which links voting
with the m anifestation of certain political principles
possesses
a
functional
rationality,
since
mass
participation in liberal dem ocratic forms of action
contributes significantly to the realisation of those
principles.
Finally, even if B enn’s account is conceptually
adequate, and there is a rationale for some of his
consistency conventions, is the account of rational
political p articipation of any use to the political scientist?
How plausible is it as a description of the way individuals
choose w hether to participate? A nd does it m a tte r to the
explanatory and predictive usefulness of his account if it
is not an accurate description of the way most people
m ake their decisions?
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The Problematic Rationality
of Political Participation
Stanley Benn

I
This paper is a by-product of a larger study of the
concepts of rationality em ployed in the social sciences,
and of a particu lar study of political theories th at rely
heavily on the kind of decision-theory models of rational
choice used, for instance, in m icroeconom ics . 1 I shall say
som ething about w riters in this genre who find themselves
confronted with the conclusion th at choosing to
participate as voters or as rank-and-file activists in the
politics of the m odern national dem ocratic state can
rarely be rational. Such a conclusion is surely
disconcerting to anyone reared on the teaching of
Aristotle, or of Rousseau, or of J. S. Mill, th at a person
attains his full statu re as a rational, responsible m oral
being only through political p articipation. A nd since the
conventional wisdom seems to be th at a dem ocracy can
function — or function well — only if a fairly sizeable
proportion o f its electorate exercises the right to vote,
takes a rational interest in political affairs, and so on, it is
discouraging to learn th a t behaving like this is generally
speaking irrational.
T here is no contradiction, of course, in saying that
sometimes it is irratio n al to take a lot of trouble to
acquire rational beliefs on which to act; for the action
may be so u n im p o rta n t th at the trouble is not worth the
taking. In some m atters, as businessmen well know, it is
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practically rational (though not epistemically rational) *
not to bother too m uch about rational grounds of belief,
but to accept beliefs on hearsay, to act by rule of thum b,
or even on the toss of a coin. For epistemic rationality
costs money, and like any business cost must justify itself
in its payoffs. T he difficulty in the case of political
participation is that a system would be self-stultifying if it
depended on num bers of people form ing rational beliefs
about politics and acting on them , while yet for almost
anyone to do th at would be to expend effort he could use
to better advantage elsewhere.
Having probed such theories a little, I shall consider a
possible account of political participation which will
retain the essentials of the decision-theory model while
sidestepping some of its dilem m as. I shall suggest th at a
person can have a n um ber of preference rankings, one
corresponding to each of the roles he acknowledges.
These rankings would themselves be subject to a secondorder ranking principle assigning precedence to one role
or another according to the agent’s reading of his
p articu lar decision situation. I shall refer to such a
second-order ranking as a way of life. It m ay itself be one
of a set, any one of which an agent m ight adopt. W ithin
this set would be a sub-set of ‘particip atio n isf ways of life, j
in which acting in one’s political role as citizen would
almost always rank high. I then ask w hether one could
have a reason for selecting a participationist way of life,
*A belief is held with epistemic rationality if it is held for reasons, and if
the reasons satisfy the relevant criteria for true belief. An action is
practically rational if, given whatever beliefs the agent has, it is done for
reasons that relate to optimising in terms of his ends. A person would
exhibit practical rationality (or at any rate formal practical rationality)
in embracing an epistemically irrational belief if, despite its failing to
satisfy the relevant criteria of true belief, he embraced it because it
made him feel good and feeling good mattered more to him than having
true beliefs. Similarly, he would exhibit a high degree of epistemic
rationality but be practically irrational if an obsessive concern for
ensuring that his beliefs were true prevented his attaining any of his
goals — even perhaps his goal of having true beliefs; for the extreme of
epistemic rationality may be total scepticism. (See S. I. Benn and G. W.
Mortimore (eds.), Rationality and the Social Sciences, and, in particu
lar, the Introduction, and Chapters 1, 4, and 7.)
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other than a reason relative to some still higher order
ranking of options — for th at leads to a regress which is
either infinite or m ust end in an arb itrary preference. A
reason of the required kind is not to be found, I think,
using the m ean s/en d model of practical reason
presupposed by decision theorists. But there is a m ore
prom ising notion of practically rational action: an action
can be rational for a person regardless of its payoff if it
expresses attitudes or principles th at it would be
inconsistent in him not to express under ap propriate
conditions, given the character which he is generally
content to acknowledge as his own. T his is what is called
being true to oneself.

II
Anthony Downs has developed a theory of dem ocratic
politics based on the postulates ‘th at dem ocratic
governments act rationally to maximize political
support ’,2 and th a t since voters act rationally too, they
will give their governm ents support und er specified
conditions. T his is a strong explanatory hypothesis:
Downs’s claims for the theory that it yields determ inate
predictions, is falsifiable, but is in fact generally though
not completely corroborated by the fa c ts; and in so far as
it is not corroborated, it raises useful questions about the
area of irrationality in political behaviour. T h e concept
of rational action employed includes not merely the
form al requirem ents usual in theories of rational choice
subject to co nstraint: the disposition to optim ise
according to a preference ordering of available options
th at is transitive and connected; it includes too certain
substantive requirem ents. These can best be explained by
distinguishing several conditions for rationality that
Downs builds into the theory, not all of which are clearly
differentiated by Downs himself, and some of which may
turn out, on occasion, to preclude others.
T here is, in the first place, what Downs calls ‘personal
rationality — the rationality of the optim iser (or utilitymaximiser) in term s of any set of ends th at would count
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for him as being to his advantage (benefiting him, or as
in his in terests). If it is difficult to form ulate this
restriction it is because, though such rationality is term ed
‘selfish’, these ends may yet be other-regarding, even
altruistic, provided th at achieving them would represent,
in the agent’s opinion, an increase in his ‘utility-incom e’.
So personally rational action could be of advantage not
directly to oneself, but, say, to one’s children, provided
one cared about them enough to m ake their well-being
one’s objective.
Secondly, an action would be ‘politically rational’ if it
were ‘efficiently designed to achieve the consciously
selected political or economic ends of the actor ’ . 3 Action
can be personally rational but politically irrational if it
employs political m eans for non-political ends, such as
voting Tory to placate one’s Tory wife. Because ‘ends’ is
understood strictly consequentially, politically rational
action is always understood in term s of outcomes
altogether distinguishable from the act itself. One votes
rationally if one votes not for parties, persons, or
principles as such, but in the way most likely to prom ote
the adoption of policies favouring one’s interests. This
m ight require voting for a party one liked less if the party
whose policies one liked m ore had no chance of being
returned to power or of influencing policies im plem ented
later on.
Political rationality can be m anifested in different ways
according to one’s political role (or roles) within the
system. So the conditions for rational action for voters
and party leaders will be correspondingly different. I
shall call this notion ‘role-rationality ’4 — acting in ways
calculated to produce the kind of outcomes for the agent
th at m ight be regarded as standard benefits for someone
occupying th at role in the p articu lar gam e. So a chess
player would exhibit role-rationality in sacrificing a piece
in order to capture his o p ponent’s queen, but not because
he w anted a favour from him outside the gam e. This is a
gloss on Downs, but not, I think, inconsistent with his
general approach.
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Downs’s theory of dem ocratic governm ent depends
crucially on voters’ acting with political rationality —
voting to maximise the benefits they expect from the
policies governm ents adopt. But it depends equally on
another im plied condition of voters’ role-rationality, that
they act so as to play their part in selecting a governm ent
efficiently. I call this fu n ctio n a l rationality, since it makes
it a condition for rational action in a given role th at the
act shall contribute in the appropriate way to the
m aintenance of the system as a going concern. Again,
this is an exegetical gloss; Downs does not put it quite in
this way.
Downs wants to show that a dem ocratic system works
because:
(1) people in general act with personal rationality;
(2) in political situations, personal rationality is
m anifested as political rationality;
(3) seeking to act with political rationality in their
respective roles, people will exhibit role-rationality;
(4) in exhibiting role-rationality, people will do what
is necessary for the continuing operation of the system,
i.e. they will exhibit functional rationality.
U nfortunately, as Downs himself recognises, there is a
dangerous weakness in this structure. If personal
rationality requires th at people act to m axim ise their
utility-incom e, or m ore precisely their expected utility, a
rational elector will perceive that the chance of his own
vote m aking a crucial difference to the policies adopted,
and so to his utility-incom e, is so small th at voting would
rarely be w orth the effort. A fo rtio ri it would be
practically irrational for him to take m uch trouble to
inform him self on the issues of the election, canvass for
the parties, and so on. Downs is content with the
.conclusion th at the level of political activism in a
dem ocracy would be generally low, for th a t accords with
practical experience, and the theory is designed in p art to
account for this, and explain the system’s continuous
operation in spite of it. But if voting itself turns out to be
an irrational act, the theory has clearly gone m uch too
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far, for a dem ocracy o f rational choosers could then never
survive. So Downs has a supplem entary hypothesis to
supply the m otivation th a t th e model seems to lack:
living in a dem ocracy being itself part of the utilityincome of m any voters, they will recognise this as an
additional benefit, outw eighing the short-term cost of
voting, and m aking the effort worthwhile after all.
Downs’s saving hypothesis will not do, at least in this
rath er crude fo rm .5 For the abstentionist consequences
follow not from any selfishness, w hether long- or short
term , but from a m uch m ore far-reaching consequence of
the rationality postulates em ployed. T h e m aintenance of
dem ocratic institutions would be, on D oyns’s account,
what Olson calls a collective good 6 (a public park is
another e x a m p le ), a good which cannot feasibly be
w ithheld from any individual in the group if it is supplied
to any other. Consequently, unless the group is very
small, there is only a tiny chance th a t the contribution of
the single individual X to the cost of providing the good
would m ake all the difference between the good’s being
provided and not being provided. So for any particular
elector, to particip ate in politics would be a waste of
effort, w hether there were enough irrational citizens to
keep the benefits of dem ocratic governm ent flowing to
him , or w hether there were not. T h e chance th at his
effort would m ake a crucial difference is microscopic.
Even a thorough-going altruist would do better to devote
his tim e to good works, rath er th an to politics. And the
same argum ent will apply to particip atio n in any mass
political or industrial action, unless there are selective
incentives offered to m em bers individually on condition
th at they help to bear the costs. (A ustralian democracy,
with its penalties for not voting, m ay thus survive where
others fail.)
T h e hypotheses proposed by Downs and Olson are
relatively strong and open to falsification, precisely
because their requirem ents for rational action are not so
weak as to be consistent with any intentional action
w hatsoever . 7 T hough the concept of ‘selfishness’ or ‘self-
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interest’ may be looser than one would wish, rational
action is specifically said by both authors to exclude any
acts save those done for the expected advantage of the
individual himself, or of those in whom he has a
particular interest, and, m ore particularly, to exclude
any done solely with reference to some intrinsic valued
property of the act itself. By contrast, a recent work by
W. H. Riker and P. C. Ordeshook 8 adopts far w'eaker
requirem ents, extending the range of conditions th at
could count as costs and benefits to include any
consideration whatsoever th at someone could have as his
reason for action. In this way the act of voting is
rationally accounted for, despite the low expected utility
of the consequent policy outcomes, by adding to its utility
‘the satisfaction of complying with the ethic of voting’,
th at of ‘affirm ing allegiance to the political system’,
‘affirm ing one’s partisan preference’, and so on. T he only
substantive restriction on rational action is that any
expected benefit th at can count to offset the costs m ust be
stateable in terms of satisfactions resulting from acting,
rath er th an from som ething inherent in the act itself. But
this am ounts not to an explanatory hypothesis, but to a
m ethodological prescription or procedural requirem ent
th at every consideration claim ed as affecting a decision
must be expressed in term s of a calculus of utilities and
probabilities. T he explanatory force of the theory is
reduced to the research recipe: if the net costs seem too
heavy to m ake an act plausible th at has nonetheless been
done, find some com pensatory benefit to account for it;
conversely, if the expected net benefits should have been
large enough to excite action th at nevertheless did not
take place, look for some countervailing costs.
Riker and Ordeshook aim to provide a single
explanatory and predictive schem a, to be expressed
formally in symbolic functions, into which all the
intentional considerations affecting political action can
be fed, and from which determ inate predictions and
retrodictions can then be derived. Unhappily, we are not
told how to assign determ inate and com m ensurable
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values to the variables, and w ithout th at, the equations
are em pty. If the voter’s actually going to vote is both
explicandum and the only available evidence that the
satisfaction of affirm ing his allegiance to the political
system exceeds his dissatisfaction in getting wet on his way
to the poll, no progress will have been m ade towards a
genuinely explanatory hypothesis, despite all the
form ulae . 9
A disadvantage of such theories is th at, by lum ping
together as satisfactions all the considerations that
someone m ight en tertain as reasons for action, they
obscure the distinction between acting for the sake of
some expected advantage to which the action is believed
to be a m eans, and acting for the sake of a principle or
from duty — between w hat Max W eber called
Zweckrationalität and W ertrationalität. 10 T h e point of a
zweckrational action — th at for the sake of which it is
done — lies in the value attach ed to some consequence of
doing it (which m ay, of course, be a state of m ind
subsequent to the act) ; the point of a wertrational act, if
not im m ediately evident, can be explained only by
exhibiting it as an instance of some principle or ideal of
conduct. In th at sense, it is true, som ething done for its
own sake may be done for the sake of som ething else: but
it would be a caricature to say th at it is done for the sake
of the satisfaction of having done it. For there would
often be no satisfaction either in doing or in having done
it h ad the agent no prior belief th at it was worth doing
apart from the satisfaction. But leaving aside the
psychological and m oral im portance of W eber’s
distinction, one would expect th a t, since both styles of
political behaviour can doubtless be found, som ething
useful could be discovered about the differences between
systems that foster and accom m odate them in different
degrees. So one m ight reasonably doubt the heuristic
value of a model th a t deliberately obscured the
distinction, m aking the taxonom y necessary for such
inquiry difficult to form ulate.
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Ill
In Chapter Six of Democracy and Illusion, John
Plamenatz makes a num ber of points against what he
calls ‘neo-utilitarian theories of democracy’. Among them
is the criticism that these theorists pay very little attention
to the so-called ‘ultimate ends’ such as the satisfaction of
wants, to which they point to explain or justify the
practices or principles that interest them .11 Plamenatz
makes a distinction between a person’s private ends and
those which he has as an official in an organisation. He
questions the value of an interpretation of action couched
wholly in terms of private ends, taking no account of the
way in which a person’s ends are shaped by his social
roles.
Though everyone [he says] has both personal and social
aims, the theorist who wants to explain social rules and
practices as means to satisfying wants or achieving goals
seems always to have personal aims in mind . . . And yet
. . . people not only have both social and personal aims;
they also quite often choose between them, sometimes
preferring social to personal aims, and sometimes the other
way about, (p. 165)
For Downs’s ‘self-interest axiom’ Plamenatz suggests
substituting a ‘minding one’s own business axiom’,
that men do often set greater store by their private aims
(which may or may not be egoistic) than by the official aims
of the organizations or communities they belong to, when
the two kinds of aim conflict, except when they are them
selves acting in an official capacity, (p. 157)
There is at least an inkling of this in Downs. For
though he never expressly distinguishes what I have called
‘role-rationality’ — acting to optimise in terms of aims
appropriate to one’s role — this does seem to be one
component of his ‘political rationality’. His difficulties
arise from his failure to show how acting in this way could
ever be a rational agent’s preferred course, given that the
expected utility of promoting private, family, or business
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interests would generally be greater and require a
different course.
Revising Downs in the light of Plam enatz, we m ight
develop a social action schem a along the following lines.
Everyone has not one but a m ultiplicity of first-order
rankings. O ne of these ranks his plain likes and dislikes —
his preference for apples rath er th an oranges or for being
at liberty rath er than in gaol. T his I shall call his personal
preference ranking. But besides this one, there is a
ranking of states corresponding to each of the roles he
acknowledges as his own; and this ranking too is his. For
instance, if he believes that some p articular kind of
schooling would benefit his children m ore than any
ordinarily available, he may as a p arent prefer a situation
in which they get it to one in which all children have
equal opportunities. But as a citizen, or even m ore
perhaps as M inister of Education, he may reverse this
ordering. So though he sends his children to a favoured
private school, he votes for a party with egalitarian
educational policies, and as M inister initiates policies
penalising private schools. This m ay not m ean th at his
preferences are shifting or unstable — a condition
excluded by the stan d ard rational decision models. On
the contrary, his seemingly discordant preferences may
be asserted quite consistently over years. It is rath er that
in situations of different types he acts in different roles;
and each role has its own appropriate preference
ranking.
A person may be said to have rational or consistent
preferences, even though he acts sometimes in
accordance with a role-ranking A to procure a rather
than b, sometimes in accordance with role-ranking B to
procure b rath er th an a, providing there is some secondorder ranking of roles such th at he can be said
consistently to prefer under conditions p to act in
accordance with his role A ra th e r th an B, and under q in
accordance with B rath er th an A . 12 If this second-order
ranking satisfies the form al rationality condition of
completeness, it would am ount to a total way of life, a
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principle or a complex but coherent set of principles,
determ ining for each kind of choice situation the priority
(or preference-ranking) to be given to the various roles in
which the individual figures in th at situation. Such
second-order rankings could be treated, perhaps, as
setting out cues, switching the individual from one
socially-defined role to another, as different social
situations confront him . If regularities could be
established to account for such role-recognition
structures, the socially-defined requirem ents of different
roles m ight still figure as preference orderings, in a
decision-theory model capable in principle of accounting
for social phenom ena like those of dem ocratic politics.
But such an account of role-perform ances m ight be
m uch too rigid, leaving too little room for individual
rationality in the acknowledgment and interp retatio n of
roles. We cannot assume, for instance, th at someone
necessarily acknowledges all the social roles th at society at
large assigns to him . If he can get away with it, a
conscript soldier may refuse to act on the ranking of
options socially appro p riate to th at role; th at is to say, in
his way of life (his ranking of his role-rankings), fulfilling
his m ilitary duties ranks high only when th at is a
necessary m eans of avoiding outcomes, like detention,
low on his personal preference ranking. So his m ilitary
role-ranking figures in his total preference scheme not as
an independent first-order ranking th at could on
occasion take precedence over his personal preferences,
cued in at appropriate points by his second-order
ranking; instead, it appears only instrum entally, as a
m eans o f optim ising in term s of his personal preferences.
Indeed, there may be some other role-ranking which
dom inates his personal ranking and on th at account
dom inates too the subordinate preference for doing his
m ilitary duty. M em bership of a subversive political party
m ight be a role of this kind.
Just as a person need not acknowledge all the roles
society assigns to him , so his role-rankings, even in respect
of roles he does acknowledge, need not be strictly what
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others expect o f someone in th at role. W e may disapprove
of someone’s decisions in the exercise of a role not only
because we have different factual beliefs from his about
the probable outcomes, but also because we differ in the
ranking of ends th at we deem appropriate to someone
bearing that role; for instance, we may disagree about
the propriety of a university teach er’s p ropagating some
ideological view in his courses, while agreeing th at he
may properly do so in a public m eeting. Such differences
arise commonly from disagreem ents about the point of an
institution.
T he heuristic attraction of role-theory in social science
lies in the promise th at it will dispense with th e need to
investigate the motivations of individuals, once the roles
constituted by a social system and the bearers of those
roles have been identified. But if the plain decisiontheory model, sketched in this section, tu rn ed out to
require very extensive m odification to accom m odate
vagaries of individual selection and interpretation of
roles, this advantage would disappear unless some
equivalent regularities in the assum ption of second-order
rankings could be established. A theory like Downs’s does
seem to have to recognise th at political choices may
sometimes reflect personal preferences and sometimes
role-preferences other th an political ones. It certainly
needs some hypothesis about the kind of second-order
ranking th at would explain why a num ber of electors
sufficient to keep the system going should choose to act in
accordance with their civic role on polling day despite the
minuscule probability for any particular individual that
his contribution would be decisive. But, at the same tim e,
it has to account for the reluctance of m ore than a
relative handful to becom e m ore deeply involved, even
though the abstainers m ight recognise th at th eir civic role
requires it of them . On reflection, this m ay not be so
difficult after all. Leaving aside a person’s personal
preferences, for staying hom e on a rainy night and so on,
he has other calls on tim e and energy arising from his
other roles in the social groupings and activities in which
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he is caught up, w hether as family m an or darts player.
Voting, of course, is a ritual act with strong symbolic
significance; so his ranking of role-rankings may assign to
the perform ance of his civic role on polling day a high
priority over other preferences, w hether private or roledependent. But the sustained interest, inquiry, and
activity traditionally thought necessary to give point to
voting is likely to be far m ore costly in terms of his other
ends. If the probability of a policy payoff from political
p articipation is very low, a second-order principle would
have to rank acting in one’s civic role very highly indeed,
if these m ore exacting and everyday perform ances are
preferred to the com peting dem ands of other more
im m ediate roles, let alone to personal enjoyments.
Unless, of course, one just enjoys politics.
T he Downsian kind of theory is m eant to explain
dem ocratic institutions using the standard form al
conditions of rational choice, supplem ented by only a few
general substantive conditions. But to account for the
actual social mix of electoral participation and apathy,
m ore elaborate substantive conditions may be needed. It
may depend on the distribution in a society of different
substantive second-order preference rankings, which only
p articu lar descriptions of socialisation and culture
patterns could explain. T h e more diverse the preference
rankings in term s of which rational agents optim ise, the
less illum inating the decision-theory models become.
But th at, of course, does not close discussion of the
rationality of particip atio n : it simply casts doubt on the
adequacy of the stan d ard rational decision-theory model
to capture all the reasons that there m ight be for
participating.

IV
People who favour general participation in politics often
claim th at political cultures that provide plenty of
opportunities for participation at low political levels
foster ways of life th at rank participation highly at all
levels. For even though the issues at low levels commonly
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1
seem less weighty, the chances of one’s intervention being
effective are m uch higher th an in national politics; so
one’s belief in the im portance of politics, cultivated by
the m ore encouraging experience, spills over into the area
where the payoffs of individual action are far less evident.
Supposing this to be true, the m otivation lacking in the
Downs-Olson m odel would be supplied by the
socialisation pattern s engendered by the system itself.
This is rath er like saying th at the m arket economy works
(so far as it does) because socialisation into it involves
com ing to value m aking profits, maxim ising one’s
incom e, and so on; thus it provides the m otivation
necessary to keep it going. Still, there are m any critics of
the m arket economy — am ong them participationists —I
who would claim th at this is an instance of a form ally
rational system sustaining itself only by p erpetuating the
irrational or alienated attitudes or goals necessary to it. Is
there any reason for seeing the participationists’ own
claim differently? W h at reason can there be for favouring
social arrangem ents th at tend to produce people who
care about acting in their political roles? Is there any
reason to prefer, am ong all the possible rankings of rolepreferences, some m em ber of the sub-set th a t rates
political p articipation highly? A nd would such a reason
necessarily presuppose a th ird-order ranking, itself only
one of a set, preferred in the light of a fourth, an d so on
in an infinite regression? O r could som ething else count
as a reason for the participationist preference?
Participationists’ reasons generally fall into two broad
classes, one instrum ental, the o ther educational or devel
o p m en tal . 13 T he form of the first type is th at other values,
such as justice, freedom , the interests or the rights
of the governed, will be protected or prom oted only il
citizens are vigilant and active. But while this is an
argum ent for valuing the cultivation of participationist
preferences in others, it is not an argum ent for having
them for oneself. Unless there is some intrinsic payoff like
com radeship to be had, why not benefit from having
second-order preference rankings different from those of
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most other people, so that one can get on with the things
one simply likes doing and does well, or attend to the
dem ands of other roles where action m ay have a more
im m ediate point?
T he second kind of reason is th at people participating
in collective decision-m aking develop certain m orally
desirable properties, notably a sense of responsibility both
for themselves and for others. W hether or not this is true,
it would still have to be shown th at a disposition to
p articipate was either a causally or a logically necessary
condition for being a morally responsible person.
C ertainly, one m ight legitimately d o u b t w hether a person
was m orally responsible in the required sense if he refused
to do his share when th at put ex tra burdens on other
people or significantly weakened the collective effort. But
failure to join in mass politics is clearly not such a case.
Consider someone who is already m a tu re and responsible,
who does not shirk in small group politics, where shirking
would clearly m atter, but who has no special skills that
m ight giye him unusual influence in national politics;
w hat reason has he for continuing to be active as a
m em ber of the ran k and file? Perhaps, like C andide, the
rational m an w ould learn from his youthful experience of
political action the wisdom of cultivating his garden, and
like C andide's au th o r retire to his Ferney to do hum ble
good works am ong his neighbours.
Participation in national politics can be rational, then,
for anyone who simply enjoys it, or who sets great store by
fulfilling his political role. Someone else who cares about
certain values like freedom and justice may have a
reason, given certain em pirical assum ptions, for
favouring conditions tending to generate such
preferences in others. But would he be irrational or in
some other respect defective if, having other interests of
his own, he p u t them very m uch before the perform ance
of his own responsibilities as a citizen?
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V
There is something distasteful in the picture of the man
who sits comfortably at home applauding the readiness of
others to bear the heat and burden of the day,
recognising how necessary they are, and how fortunate he
is that so many of his fellow citizens are more politically
inclined than he is. One feels his attitude to be
pusillanimous in part no doubt because one accepts the
implied paradigm of epic and dangerous struggles
against injustice. Someone taking a more indulgent and
less dramatic view of politics, who described it, perhaps,
as ‘attending to the general arrangements of a set of
people’14 or who, like the pluralist political scientists of a
few years back, viewed the political scene as a field of
manoeuvre in which competing interests arrived at more
or less reasonable accommodations by consent, would be
less censorious towards the bystander. There are political
battles to be fought, and it is as well that there are those
ready to fight them ; but there are other important things
to be done too, and it would not do (some would say) if
we all neglected them for the sake of politics.
Suppose, however, one is less complacent; suppose one
is very conscious of injustice and oppression all around;
can one still claim that because anything one did oneself
to put it right would make little difference, there can be
no reason for voting, joining protest demonstrations,
writing letters to the press, contributing funds or
whatever, unless one happens to care for that sort of
thing? My intuitive response to such a claim is to reject it,
to say that for any morally responsible person there can
be a reason, under some conditions at least, for caring for
that sort of thing whether it ranks high among his
personal preferences or not. But I confess that I find no
form of utilitarian argument that would adequately
support this . 15 I am inclined to think, however, that there
may be a kind of action the rationality of which, having
to do with consistency conditions for having attitudes and
expressing them, is not easily captured by utilitarian or
16

preferential-optim isation models. A good deal of
political activity th at may properly be called unprofitable
by a u tilitarian may be rational enough in this sense.
Im agine th at the participationist’s educational process
has achieved Mill’s aim of m aking someone a m orally
responsible person. T hough politics ranks low am ong his
personal preferences, he does care a great deal about
freedom and justice and the rights and welfare of others.
I cannot go into the question w hether having such
attitudes can be rational, or w hether rationality can be
attrib u ted to attitudes at all except in a relational way. I
m ust lim it myself to asking w hether, having the attitudes
he does, he can be rationally com m itted by th at alone to
participate in politics even, say, for the sake of a lost
cause.
Now the notion of a m orally responsible person is not
as clear as one would like. T he following characterisation
seems to me, however, not particularly eccentric. In the
first place, he is someone with a conception of him self as
agent rath er than process, as a subject with a capacity not
only for m aking a difference to the way the world goes,
but for choosing for reasons th at it should go this way
rather than th at. He is conscious, th a t is, th at it m atters
which course he chooses. Such a person will have — and
know he has — enterprises which he will judge successes
or failures by certain standards. He will learn to assess not
only his enterprises but also him self as their author.
Indeed, he will be inclined to think of him self as a success
or a failure as a person to the extent th at he respects his
own enterprises and achievements, appraising them by
standards he acknowledges as his own.
Of course, the kinds of enterprises he cares about, and
the standards by which he makes his assessments, will be
in large m easure the products of a socialisation process.
But as a rational chooser, he has the capacity to exam ine
these standards Critically, to test them for coherence with
one another and with his experience, and by various
analogical, extrapolatory, or re-com binatory operations
to extend the range of his sympathies and of his creative
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enterprises. In such ways he makes of him self a person of
some particu lar kind, defined by the things he cares
about. And he can be held responsible for what he is. For
to the extent th at he actually goes through the
developm ental process I have described, he is his own
author, the object of an overarching enterprise, the
m aking of himself. And he will have certain beliefs about
what he is that will entitle him to expect certain kinds of
action from him self in appropriate situations. Given the
structure of attitudes th at he identifies as his own
personality, there will be some things such that to
contem plate them with indifference would be to give the
lie to w hat he believes him self to be, and to have m ade.
T o be indifferent would not be true to his nature, as we
say.
My characterisation of the m orally responsible person
has been pretty form al, concerned principally with the
categorial fram ew ork of his self-perception. But I have
attrib u ted to him , too, certain substantive attitudes —
concerns for justice, freedom , and the rights of others.
Now there can be injustice and oppression around the
parish pum p, no less th an in W hitehall and W estm inster.
W here the collective decision-m aking process is virtually
face-to-face, an individual’s intervention may well be
decisive, so th at these high-order concerns can generate
instrum ental reasons for particip atin g in th at process.
But can they provide reasons for involvement in national
politics?
Now there m ay be fo rtu n ate times and places in which
deep indignation is not excited by political issues, when a
person need find in them no challenge to his good faith.
At such times one would not expect every morally
responsible person’s way of life to assign a high ranking
position to his role as citizen. It m ay well be open to
someone whose n atu ral inclinations are non-political,
even for someone who, as I have postulated, cares deeply
for justice and freedom , but who finds plenty that is
worth-while doing in his other activities, to take the
detached view I attrib u te d earlier to the political
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pluralist. But repression, cruelty, and injustice can exist
on a greater scale perhaps in the field of national politics
than in any other area of hum an activity; and when they
do, a person who makes the claim to him self th a t he
cannot condone them surely has reason enough for
dem onstrating where he stands. For what would it m ean
to care deeply for freedom and justice if one did not
express one’s concern in any of the standard ways on those
occasions when its objects were abused? T o rem ain
passive and silent then would seem inconsistent with
being the sort of m oral agent one claims to be, with the
m oral concerns one claims to have. For political activity is
the standard way in which concerns of this sort are
expressed. Short of some very powerful countervailing
concern, one could not be a m orally responsible person in
the sense I have outlined, with a concern for the principal
m oral ideas, yet select for oneself a way of life that
assigned a low ranking to one’s political roles even in
conditions such as these.
I am suggesting, in short, th at political activity may be
a form of m oral self-expression, necessary not for
achieving any objective beyond itself (for the cause may
be lost) , nor yet for the satisfaction of knowing th at one
h ad let everyone else know th at one was on the side of the
right, but because one could not seriously claim , even to
oneself, to be on th a t side w ithout expressing the attitu d e
by the action most ap p ro p riate to it in the paradigm
situation.
Someone will ask, no doubt, why the expression must
be in one of the stan d ard ways. If it makes no appreciable
difference to the outcom es how or w hether a given
individual expresses his attitudes, why should he not
choose some private or less exacting m ode of expression,
like singing political songs in the bath, or some m ode that
he chooses quite at random to count as expressing his
attitude — slowing down, say, as he drives past the Post
Office?
Now it m ay well be th at attitudes closely linked to
emotions, such as anger, can express themselves in a
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variety of ways, some highly idiosyncratic, like grim acing
or cracking one’s knuckles. But principled attitudes seem
not to be like that. T h e sm aller the possibility that the
relevant states of affairs will be significantly altered by
the individual’s decision, the m ore strictly the expressive
act m ust conform to some socially understood pattern for
expressing that a ttitu d e . 16 Blowing up a tailo r’s shop 17
can be an act of political participation when it is part of a
concerted terrorist strategy, each incident of which can
reasonably be expected to m ake a significant
contribution to the outcom e. But an isolated explosion
would be no m ore an act of political p articipation than
would a mugging in the park. T o be understood as
political a participatory act m ust either be calculated to
effect a political outcom e, such as a change of policy, or
it must be m ore or less ritualistic, an act conventionally
understood to betoken a concern for some principle or
ideal characteristically and im portantly at issue in
governm ental decision-m aking. T here is no property of
an act as such th at is either necessary or sufficient to
characterise it political. Sitting down at a b ar and tooting
a Morse V have both counted as political at different
times. But in all such cases the act is symbolic and
ritualistic in its context, where no actual change can be
brought about by doing it. Still, the necessity th at obliges
the m an of political principle to adopt such expressive
modes is not th at he wants others to un d erstan d the
natu re of his protest (though he very likely will w ant that
to o ). In a highly efficient police state he m ay know that
his dissident vote will be known to scarcely anyone, and
even if he breaks the windows of the M inistry they will be
repaired before daylight. It is ra th e r th at only by using
such standard modes can the protester claim , even to
himself, to have m ade his protest, to have expressed his
attitude, and so to have been tru e to himself.
It is no accident, of course, th a t an attitu d e like a
concern for freedom , justice, or respect for rights should
be most aptly expressed by acts in the political m ode. For
the rule u tilitarian answer to this kind of problem is right
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thus far: if all the people who felt deeply about an ideal
expressed their attitu d e in the standard ways, the ideal
would have a better chance o f being realised than if they
sang songs in the bath about it. So if freedom and justice
are im portant, there is a reason for approving of our
mode of conceptualisation, o f our m aking a conceptual
connection between having such attitudes and expressing
them in political ways. This is to see in our m aking this
connection a kind of functional rationality, akin to the
functional rationality of voting that I referred to earlier
— the rationality of a practice necessary to the survival of
the approved system, but instrum entally irrational for
each voter in p articu lar, since his action is hardly ever
indispensable. In the same way it m ay be claim ed that
participationist attitudes are functionally rational for a
just and free society ; a dem iurge contriving such a society
would have fixed us up with such a set of concepts. But
th at is quite different from saying either that it is the
utility of the individual’s participatory act as prom oting
freedom and justice th at m akes it rational — for it does so
only to a microscopic degree; or th at it is the utility of the
rule th at people fulfil their civic responsibilities th at
provides the individual with a reason for conform ing to it
— for his own conform ing will have little to do with the
efficacy of the rule. His only good reason for action may
be that he is com m itted to participation by his claim to
care about the principle which is its telos.
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Comment
Richard Wollheim

O ne way of describing Professor B enn’s paper — though
not one th at he employs — would be to say th at in it he
offers us a sketch towards a theory of political
participation in a dem ocratic society.
Since I have introduced the phrase ‘theory of political
p articip atio n ’ I m ust explain w hat I m ean by it. A theory
of political p articipation would set itself two aims: in the
first place, to give an account of the participatory
behaviour of the dem ocratic citizen, and, secondly, to
‘rationalise’ — as we have learnt to say — such behaviour,
i.e. to exhibit its rationality in so far as it is rational.
Now it follows th at if the theory is to fulfil both these
aims — the second as well as the first — the account of
the citizen’s behaviour m ust pick up, or capture, on the
one hand, the schem ata and conceptualisations, on the
other h and, the patterns of argum ent, which conjointly
determ ine or regulate th at behaviour. T h e account, th at
is, must be not just observationally adequate, it m ust be
descriptively adequate. For if the account does not
capture the internal determ inants of participatory
behaviour, it is obscure to me how it could serve as a base
for rationalising th at behaviour. In ignorance of the
internal determ inants we m ight be in a position to say
that the behaviour could be, or is possibly, rational, but I
do not see how we would be able to say th a t it is rational.
And yet it is just this th at is asked of a theory of political
participation.
I start with this very general point because in the light
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of it what m ight otherwise be merely surface difficulties
in the understanding of Benn’s paper look rath er more
im portant to resolve. These difficulties initially appear
simply as difficulties in seeing how the two parts of B enn’s
paper — the critical and the speculative — fit together:
or, m ore specifically, how m uch of the first part survives
into the second.
Let me spell this o u t: In reconstructing the account of
participatory behaviour inspired by the decision-theory
m odel, Benn suggests that we m ust, in the interests of
realism if nothing else, supplem ent it with what he calls a
‘social action schem a’. This schema, which we assign to
every individual to whom the account applies, is
essentially two-tiered. On the lower tier we find a
m ultiplicity of first-order preference rankings. One such
ranking is th at based on the individual’s likes and dislikes
and is called his personal preference ranking. T h e other
first-order rankings are, or are largely, rankings
associated with the different roles that the individual is
disposed to assume within the society. Included am ongst
these will be the ranking associated with the political role,
which is called the political preference ranking. T he
upper tier of the social action schema is occupied by a
second-order preference ranking which orders the various
first-order rankings. Now, the second-order ranking will
order the first-order rankings in m uch the same way as
the first-order rankings order the options th at tu rn up in
them . T h a t is to say, it will order them not
unconditionally, but conditionally. T he second-order
ranking will lead the individual to adopt, say, his
personal ranking under conditions C,, or the ranking
associated with role R under conditions C2, and so on.
Now each individual includes in his social action schema
only one second-order ranking but this ranking is selected
out of the class of such rankings, and a significant sub
class of this class contains what are called participationist
second-order preference rankings. And an identifying
feature of participationist rankings is that they lead the
individual to adopt the first-order ranking associated with
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the political role whenever the naive theorist of
dem ocracy would indeed think that the individual citizen
should engage in participatory behaviour.
So m uch for the social action schem a itself, and the
account of participatory behaviour th at it generates.
Now if this account is to fit into a theory that
rationalises such behaviour and does so within the
resources of decision-theory, the task is obviously to
justify, within the resources of decision-theory, a
participationist second-order preference ranking. Benn
seems to think that this cannot be done, and it is at this
point that we move from the first h alf of the paper to the
second half, from the critical to the speculative. And I
call the second half speculative because in it Benn
attem pts in his own way to rationalise participatory
behaviour. W hat is characteristic of his attem pt is that
participatory behaviour is rationalised by being exhibited
as the n atu ral expression of a com m itm ent to certain
substantive values. A nd to say th at participatory
behaviour is the n atural expression of such a com m itm ent
is taken by Benn to m ean two things, both of which he
holds to be true: first, th a t if one is com m itted to these
values, then in the relevant conditions it is n atu ral to
express this com m itm ent; and, secondly, if one expresses
this com m itm ent, then it is necessary to do so in
participatory behaviour.
But the question th at I have for Benn is this: W hat
kind of account of participatory behaviour does this
proposed rationalisation use as its base? More
specifically: does his account, like the account he rejects
or like the reconstructed account th at he rejects, assign to
the individual a social action schem a of the kind I have
just been expounding? Or, as we move from the first p a rt
of the pap er to the second, does he, and therefore can we,
junk this?
It should be apparent — though I will spell this out —
that this question has for me a twofold significance. An
answer to this question is necessary if we are to
understand B enn’s theory of participatory behaviour.
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And it is also necessary if we are to assess Benn’s account
of participatory behaviour. And I distinguish, you will
recall, an account from a theory of participatory
behaviour, in th at the theory goes on to rationalise the
participatory behaviour as this has — that is, in the term s
in which this has — been laid out in the account. If,
therefore, I am to understand Benn’s theory of
participatory behaviour, th at is understand how it
rationalises such behaviour, I need to know w hat element
in the behaviour the justification latches on to — m ore
specifically, does it latch on to, or on to some p a rt of, a
social action schema? O r does it latch on to the
participatory behaviour directly? A nd, again, if I am to
assess B enn’s account of participatory behaviour, I need
to know w hat internal determ inants it assigns to the
individual citizen — m ore specifically, does it, like the
account it supplants, assign to him a social action
schema?
I ask these questions in good faith. I ask them , th at is,
because I do not know the answers to them .
But, of course, there is more to it th an just th at, and let
me spend the last few m om ents on what this m ight be.
For, if Benn tells me that he does wish his account of
participatory behaviour to include in it reference to a
social action schema — where this is som ething that is
actually ascribed to the individual an d figures am ong the
internal determ inants of th at behaviour — then I would
feel uncertain about his account. I would feel uncertain
w hether his account could lay claim to descriptive
adequacy. A nd this is so because I am sceptical w hether
the relevant p art of the social action schema — th at is to
say, a participationist second-order ranking plus a firstorder political preference ranking with the two so related
that the form er in the appropriate conditions leads the
individual to adopt the latter — is the right kind of
structure to determ ine participatory behaviour.
For an essential p art of this structure is th at there is a
distinct first-order preference ranking associated with the
political role. But I do not see w hat reason we have to
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believe in the existence of such a thing. I do not see why
we should believe that there is a form of role-rationality
(as Benn calls it) that is specifically associated with the
political role and which could then order the various
options in a way th at satisfies the form al requirem ents of
transitivity and connectedness — let alone in a way that
meets the non-form al requirem ents of being politically
reasonable.
Let me try to give two regrettably ill-worked out
considerations th at lead me to this view. In doing so I
shall contrast the political role with the m ilitary role or
the role of the soldier to which I think a specific form of
role-rationality does associate itself.
T he first consideration touches on ‘abstentionism ’.
Now, of course, it is true th at someone may be an
abstentionist because he does not think of himself as a
citizen, or, if he does, this thought about him self is quite
inoperative. But I doubt if this is the interesting case of
abstentionism . T he interesting case, surely, is that o f the
abstentionist who thinks of him self as a citizen but who
thinks th at it is a waste of tim e for citizens — or perhaps
for citizens like him self who have better things to do — to
get m ixed up in dem ocratic politics. Now the notion of
rationality is not all th at precise — incidentally
som ething to which to my m ind Benn pays insufficient
attention — b u t I would need a lot of persuasion to think
that the proper criticism to m ake of an abstentionist of
this sort is th at he falls short of rationality: though I
would readily think that this is the proper criticism to
m ake of the m an who is and thinks of himself as a soldier
and yet thinks th at he is fully justified in running away
before the field is lost.
T he second consideration again touches on the
abstentionist and our criticism of him , but this tim e not
so m uch on the grounds of our criticism as on its scope.
For if we do criticise the abstentionist for his
abstentionism , we do not criticise him as a citizen. We
criticise him, if you like, as a m an, or we criticise him tout
court. But once again if you turn to the soldier, then it is
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surely the case th at, if we criticise him for running away,
we criticise him as a soldier. We m ight also criticise him
as a m an, but then we m ight also praise him as a m an,
and, likelier than either, we m ight just sympathise with
him as a m an. And the bearing of all this on the issue to
hand is th at if we criticise the abstentionist as a m an not
as a citizen, let alone as an ‘irratio n al’ citizen, we cannot
in our criticism be invoking the role-rationality intrinsic
to the political role: and yet, if there were such a thing,
surely this is just where it would register.
Scepticism about role-rationality specific to the
political role goes h an d in h an d with scepticism about a
preference ranking associated with the political role. And
perhaps the most succinct way of expressing my
reservations on this latter score would be this: th at I can
see that when the individual reviews the role of the citizen
and w hat this involves, he is quite likely to be led by this
process to an inventory of options, to a list of the kinds of
thing th at as a citizen he m ight have to consider doing or
refraining from doing or refusing to do; but w hat I
cannot see is th at this process would lead him beyond this
and that he would get out of this review a principle of
ordering these options and moreover ordering them in a
way th at satisfies the form al requirem ents already listed.
However, as I see it — and m ay I rem ind you th at I
think of myself not as criticising Benn but as p u ttin g a
question to him — all th a t I have been saying, all this
scepticism about the role-rationality and the preference
ranking allegedly connected with the political role, fits in
very well with B enn’s own view about how participatory
behaviour is rationalised. For, in his view, it is
rationalised, not by reference to political roles or to
political ends, but by appeal to a com m itm ent to certain
values in th at such behaviour is best seen as a n atural
expression of this com m itm ent. A nd, though these values
are com m only called ‘political values’, the phrase needs
understanding. For they are values to which a m an is
com m itted and they h appen to relate to politics: they are
not values to which a m an is com m itted only in so far as
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he happens to relate to politics. If Benn invokes the
citizen’s com m itm ent to certain values in order to justify
participatory behaviour, it is significant th at we do not
have to invoke the political role in order to justify the
citizen’s com m itm ent to these values.
My suggestion, therefore, would be th at B enn’s
attem pt to rationalise participatory behaviour presumes
th at we ab and o n the account of such behaviour on which
it is determ ined by, or determ ined by the relevant part of,
a social action schem a; although we could, of course,
abandon this account of participatory behaviour without
having to think th at such behaviour is rationalised in the
way in which Benn proposes th at it is — interesting
though this proposal is.
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Comment
Alan Ryan

I am unsure w hat to say about M r B enn’s paper, both
because I am unclear about what I wish to say about the
whole subject of political participation, and because I am
u nclear about the n atu re of B enn’s contribution to the
topic. As he knows, I agree with at least some of the
conclusions to which he comes — in p articular, th at our
task is to give some account of w hat it is to choose to be a
rational, political anim al, and th a t some elements of th at
account will have to concentrate on the opportunities for
self-expression afforded by politics, rath er th an on its
purely instrum ental aspects; I share his interest in, and
his anxieties about, the econom ic models of political
activity offered by Downs and Olson. I therefore felt,
when reading his paper, th at I was to a considerable
extent watching myself think. I hope th at this degree of
sympathy, or em pathy, will do som ething to explain, if
little to excuse, the extrem e scrappiness of what follows.
T here are two dismissive responses which B enn’s paper
invites. T he first is to say th at it simply fails to touch the
problem he sets himself, the second to say th at there is no
such problem as the one he sets himself. T h a t is, anyone
who was com m itted, for whatever reason, to the view that
a rational individual votes only to m axim ise returns to
him self — that he chooses w hether or not to vote at all,
and if to vote, then which party to vote for on
instrum ental grounds, looking to his flow of utilities —
such a reader m ust feel th at Benn does nothing to solve
the problem of providing a reason for such a voter to turn
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out and vote. Indeed, Benn seems to follow other writers,
such as Olson and B arry , 1 in declaring it insoluble.
Conversely, someone who thought th at it was m anifestly
the case that people do not decide to vote on utilitymaxim ising grounds m ight think th at Benn is unduly
squeamish about simply ignoring the Downsian dilem m a.
Certainly, he might say, people do not vote to m aximise
their flow of utilities — save in the dreary sense th at after
we have explained why people do vote, the theorist of
utility-m axim isation can come along and rewrite our
explanation in his own strange dialect — but w hat we
want from Benn is not th at observation, but an account
of the rationalist ethics which underpins his own account
of ‘role-rationality’. (I ought, perhaps, to say th a t I do
not deny that there m ight be som ething to be gained
from a ‘praxiological’ analysis of rationally defensible
m oral action, only th at we can do m uch for a theory like
Downs’s by the sort of expedient which Benn treats so
harshly and so justly.) In particular, what we w ant from
Benn is an account of how acting in a particular kind of
recognised social role is rational in some substantial, but
non-instrum ental, sense.
I p u t these two extrem e views so simply because I am
tem pted by both of them . T he first view is tem pting for
two reasons. Firstly, it is as a m atter of fact true th at most
people in countries such as B ritain do vote for the
political party which is most likely to prom ote the
interests o f people like themselves. It may be th at m iddleclass L abour voters are an exception, but working-class
Conservatives surely are not — they have a different
theory from their L abour voting peers concerning the
payoffs from different econom ic regim es . 2 If party choice
is dictated by self-interest, it would be strange if the
decision w hether to vote was not. Secondly, where forms
of political activity other th an merely voting are at issue,
the success and failure of organisations do conform to the
explanations offered by M ancur O lson . 3 ‘Selective
incentives’ and the like seem decisive; local Conservative
parties, for exam ple, usually have m ore individual
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m em bers th an local L abour parties, and the reason is
widely held to lie in the social facilities offered to
m em bers of Conservative associations.
Now, the fact th at some behaviour is accounted for in
these terms m ight inspire us to see what can be done
about the voting paradox. Benn’s statem ent of the
problem is com pelling en o u g h ; anyone who aims to
maximise p (v ) 4 will find th at the probability of his vote
being decisive, either in securing the im plem entation of
the policies he wishes to see followed or in saving the
political system from collapse, is so low th at he is better
off staying at hom e, if his own interest is in question.
T here are several points one m ight m ake. T he
prelim inary point is th a t it is no accident th at our doubts
about the rationality of voting are doubts in both the
explanatory and the justificatory dimension — if men are
rational, then why do they vote, and if we think they
should behave rationally, then ought they to vote? It is
not very difficult to explain why m en vote against the
seeming dictates of p ( v ). People in all sorts of
circum stances are found to overestim ate the odds in
favour of large returns, both good and bad. A m an
betting on a football pool tends both to regard the stake
— when it is a small one — as below the threshold where
its loss makes any difference, so th at its loss is treated as
on p ar with losing ten pence in the street; and he
similarly tends to overestim ate the chance th at he will get
the jackpot. A nd where a large loss is in prospect, such as
institutional collapse, people tend to over-insure; you
will not find people willing to bet their entire salary on
less th an a certainty. But all this evades one of the crucial
assumptions, which is th at estimates of p (v) are supposed
by writers like Downs to be accurate ones, and the
explanation above consists in showing how they are not.
But we m ight rem ain within the assum ption and still get
the answer we need, if we introduce political parties into
the case. T h e citizen who, during an election, wants to
I watch his television in peace, will lin d him self unable to
do so; canvassers will badger him to vote; they will offer
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him a com fortable ride to the polling station; in short,!
they will m ake it ‘cheaper’ to go and vote. D uring local
elections, parties make few canvassing efforts, and the
poll is often derisory. T he objection to this explanation is
a factual one, namely th at the most recent research into
the subject suggests th at the im pact of canvassing is a
great deal less dram atic than I suggest — it accounts for
som ething like a 7 per cent difference in tu rn out, rather
than the 50 per cent or m ore which we require. We m ight
do som ething to refine my second suggestion by
appealing to the variety of payoffs available. Thus, we
m ight suppose that we could find leaders, enthusiasts and
the m ere public; the leaders expect all sorts of benefits
from victory, such as school governorships, appointm ent
to the bench, and so on, the enthusiasts are the rare
people who like the com pany of those engaged in political
activity and who are therefore not instrum entalists at a ll;
and these two groups between them galvanise the third
into voting.
But I incline, in tru th , to follow Benn in thinking th at
no instrum entalist theory will do the trick. To p ut it
crudely, it is not clear to me why, on the assum ption of
self-interest, we are not all free riders. But, even if men
are altruists, it seems th at the smallness of the p(v)j
calculation would suggest th at being nice to one’s next!
door neighbour would be a better course th an going out
to vote; and, if one is the sort of altruistic utilitarian who
thinks that his own happiness is one elem ent in the
calculation of v, it seems likely th at altruism , like
selfishness, will keep the citizen at hom e in front of his
television. T h e most plausible account of why people turn
out to vote is that they have a sense of duty; the more
im portant the thing which the election determ ines, the
greater their sense of obligation. One elem ent in the
utilitarian picture which seems worth keeping is the
notion th at the average m an has a ‘threshold’ beyond
which he starts to question the cost of his social duties; a
m an who thinks that he is paying his fair share of time
and effort will not notice them until they rise to an
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unusual level. It seems to me th at such a view accounts
for the facts as well as anything in B enn’s essay, and
justifies m ore or less the same sorts of behaviour.
T urning very briefly to B enn’s preferred account, I
have two small questions. T he first is to wonder w hether
Benn ought not to tell us more about the point of an
individual expressing his allegiances in the way he
suggests. It is a com m onplace th at behaviour which is not
! m otivated by instrum ental considerations may yet be
instrum ental in securing both the general interest and the
individual’s own interest. T h e Prussian soldiers who
regarded themselves as merely on leave from d eath did
not set out to serve their own interests, but they were on
average less likely to suffer high casualties th an soldiers
less self-abnegating. Now, Benn sees th at an instrum ental
account of voting behaviour will not do, even where it is
certainly true that everyone’s voting would be in
everyone’s interest. T h e problem he sets us is to work out
w hat sort of decision scheme the individual employs. To
say that he votes in order to be true to him self sounds
extrem ely narcissistic even though Benn is clearly
espousing quite the reverse of narcissism. But I am
baffled by the task of giving an account of voting which
makes it wholly rational and wholly non-instrum ental.
T he second question is rath er different. If we suppose
th at voting is not so m uch a m atter of using a m echanism
to achieve a result as em ploying an institution to express
our allegiances, then, plainly, we have to explore the
Wertrationalitat of such action. But can we claim that
some sorts of behaviour are m ore rational th an others?
Can we, that is, suggest that the institution offers
opportunities th at other institutions do not offer — as we
m ight claim that certain poetic m edium s offered
openings for the expression of emotions which other
modes would not readily perm it? A nd can we do that
without expanding the notion of ‘ratio n al’ behaviour
I absurdly far beyond those limits which it usually connotes
in the social sciences?
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B. B arry, Sociologists, Economists and Democracy, London, 1970,
pp. 16-23 an d M. Olson Jr, Logic o f Collective Action, C am bridge,
Mass., 1965, passim.
Iain M acleod, reviewing D. B utler an d D. Stokes, Political Change
in Britain, in The Times, 30 O ctober 1969, p. 11.
Barry, op. c i t ., pp . 33-6 an d Olson, op. c i t ., p. 61.
I.e. to select th at course of action w hich will m axim ise the sum of
th e utilities o f all its possible outcom es, each discounted, however,
by its pro b ab ility . T h is is the sta n d a rd decision-theory criterion for
optim al decision-m aking u n d er conditions o f risk.
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Comment
Brian Barry

T he usual context in which philosophers interest
themselves in the rationality of voting is the wellestablished bloodsport of u tilitarian-baiting. T h e rules
for this, as played by A nglophone m oral philosophers,
are delightfully simple. ‘We all know’ th at any decent
chap would do such-and-such, so the object is to produce
hypothetical cases where it may appear th at a u tilitarian
would be bound to come out with the wrong answer. T h e
sport consists in the fact th a t the utilitarian is faced with
either wriggling around to show th at he can come up with
the right answer or standing revealed as a coarse, m orally
insensitive fellow, tram pling on the delicate intuitions o f
others with his big m uddy boots. Any num ber can play.
Voting and m aybe other forms of mass political action
have been seen by anti-utilitarians as prom ising
candidates for use in this sport, and Professor B enn’s
paper is prem ised on the assum ption th at no u tilitarian
justification for the rationality of voting could be offered.
I want to suggest th at it is far from clear th at voting does
present a serious problem for utilitarians, b u t th at if it
does (a) it would be easy for utilitarians to adopt
institutions to solve the problem and (b) voting, because
of the precise m athem atical structure of aggregation into
which it enters, is a most unusual kind of act and is not
therefore the thin end of any large wedge. T h e antiutilitarian, having shown to his own satisfaction th at
voting would be a problem , is not therefore entitled to
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wave his hands and say ‘th a t’s just one exam ple picked at
random , of course’.
I should like to begin by observing th a t in the literature
— of the decision to vote an d of other collective actions
— there is a tendency to carry on most of the discussion in
terms of one sort of instrum entalism (egoism) and then
transfer the results in a rath er cursory way to
utilitarianism . (M ancur Olson is a good exam ple of this
and is followed here by B enn.) But I think this very
seriously fails to give utilitarianism a fair shake. It really
is true that an egoist would generally prefer to be a free
rider. (More exactly, the question is not one of being a
free rider. T he point is th at w hether the train goes or does
not go, not paying the fare beats paying the fare — unless
your paying the fare makes the train g o .)
Suppose that in some country there are two political
parties, with identical program s (and of whom identical
expectations of action are held) except th a t one proposes
to shoot Mr X — an inoffensive and law -abiding citizen
if elected. If Mr X is an egoist, he can only decide
whether to vote by guessing how m any o ther people will
vote. If everybody else is an egoist, only those who stand
to gain jobs from one party rath er th an another winning
have any motive for voting ap art from himself, so it will
probably be worth his while (as the only person affected
by the alternative policies) to vote. But if he expects a lot
of people to vote for some reason, so th a t his chance of
changing the result is very low, he would probably do
better to spend his time living it up in case the result goes
the wrong way.
Now change the scenario in just one respect. Say now
that one party is expected with high probability to bring
about a nuclear holocaust, killing most of the people in
the country and hundreds of millions o f others, while the
other party is not. An egoist has the sam e problem of
calculation as before — the fact th at it is several m illion
people’s lives that are at stake rath er th a n just his does not
alter the utility of the alternative outcom es to him since in
both cases it is life versus death. If he expects a lot of
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people to vote, he won’t, but if he expects few to, he will.
Obviously if everybody is an egoist it is quite difficult to
decide w hat the relevant probability of others voting is. If
we take X ’s reasoning process, it will go like this: lots of
people will vote anyway so I won’t vote. B ut they’re all
reasoning like m e, so they won’t. So I should. But they’re
reasoning like th a t too . . . .
But utilitarians are not, it seems to me, involved
such a problem because to a u tilitarian so m uch is
stake. Even an infinitesim al chance of preventing
nuclear holocaust makes it w orth incurring some cost
vote.

in
at
a
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This is an artificial case in th at there are not norm ally
clear expectations of different outcomes that are
universally held. But the point still seems to me to hold
that if an act-u tilitarian really gives full weight to the
consequences for everyone th at he expects, this will
norm ally provide an adequate reason for voting. If I
think one party will increase the GNP by I/ 4 per cent in
five years more th a n the other party, th at for a utilitarian
is a big aggregate difference. Are there really so m any
m ore beneficial things one could do with fifteen m inutes?
In any case, there is absolutely no practical problem
for a society of utilitarians — or indeed for th at m atter
egoists. If instrum ental considerations w on’t lead people
to vote you take a collective decision to supply special
incentives for voting i.e. fines for non-voting or (even
sim pler) a paym ent for voting. T h e officer on duty
simply hands each person who comes to vote a postal
order for £ 5, say. I think there is a lot to be said for this
in actual societies precisely because the tendency to vote is
unevenly spread am ong those eligible and this skews the
results. T h e inculcation of a sense of the duty to vote or
the im portance of one party winning rath er than the
other is, as it were, a collective good for those groups that
do it, and I think it ought to be a m atter of public policy
to level out th at collective advantage.
Finally, is the alleged problem of voting for act-
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utilitarianism just one exam ple out of a whole mass of
possible ones? I d o n ’t believe it is.
Obviously the problem is one of thresholds, but voting
is peculiar in th at because of the precise m athem atic
structure of aggregation, nearly everything is a threshold.
T h a t is to say, unless the result is settled by a m argin of
one vote (or two votes) each person can say th a t it would
have been the same if he had not taken part. But this is a
rare kind of case. W ith most things, if a lot o f X is good
(or bad) then less of it is good (or bad) too. A lot of litter
is bad but a little bit of litter is bad too. ‘Every litter bit
hurts’, as the slogan p u t it. An act-u tilitarian does not
need to doubt that he should not drop litter, even though
his one bit of toffee-w rapping is only a small eyesore.
T here is I think in such discussions a general tendency
to confuse diffusion of effect with no effect. T hus, at a
conference which I recently attended, a philosopher
argued that there is no way in which a society of actutilitarians could by individual action follow a path of
controlling population grow th, even if it were
acknowledged th a t population growth m ade everyone
worse off on the average. T he argum ent was th at one
b irth fewer did not m ake enough difference, so you must
have a collectively enforced policy to have (say) a
hundred thousand fewer births. But this seems to me
obvious nonsense. If it is a net advantage to the society to
have a hundred thousand fewer births then it is
advantageous to have one fewer.
G arrett H ard in ’s ‘tragedy of the com m ons’ illustrates
exactly the same logical stru c tu re .1 In an egoistic society
each person with access to the commons will graze an
additional beast on it so long as an additional beast
continues to yield m ore to him , even if the point has long
been passed at which the total yield of the com m ons was
m axim ised, so th at the additional beast, by intensifying
overgrazing, reduces the yield to all the other users more
than it increases his own. But it is clear th at a u tilitarian
would not, in these circum stances, graze an ex tra beast
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on the comm ons, even if the adverse effect were small and
diffuse.
I want now to tu rn to another question. W hy do people
actually vote? Considering the volume of voting research
that has now accum ulated it is curious how scanty our
knowledge is. We do of course know for a n um ber of
countries the correlates of voting — the characteristic
turnout p attern s of young, old, male, fem ale, m iddle
class, working class, w ell-educated, poorly-educated and
so on.
However, m any social scientists (including myself) do
not regard the discovery of such correlates as constituting
an explanation of the phenom enon in question — rath er
we see the correlations themselves as in need of
explanation. Some purists insist that we m ust be able to
account for the actor’s behaviour in terms th at he himself
would recognise. Others have a more relaxed attitu d e
and are prepared to accept explanations couched in
terms of psychological mechanisms like the tendency to
cognitive dissonance reduction or the causal link between
frustration and aggression. This is the view I myself take.
It may be said th at there is som ething rath er arb itrary in
accepting as a stopper — ‘people just are like th a t’ — a
psychological m echanism connecting frustration and a
tendency to aggression, while rejecting one connecting
high socio-economic status and a tendency to vote. But I
think it is possible to produce sensible criteria.
This, incidentally, is the point at which the nam e of
Max W eber usually gets thrown in. For w hat it is worth I
would suggest th at W eber’s most famous explanation —
the connection between Protestantism and capitalism —
operates partially by invoking som ething like the
m echanism of cognitive dissonance reduction rath er than
by, putting forw ard an analysis that would have been
accepted by the actors themselves. T h a t is, W eber uses as
an explanation of the ‘worldly asceticism’ of Calvinists the
‘tension’ th at arises from the belief th at one’s salvation or
dam nation is predestined by God and th at there can be
no salvation by works and yet at the same tim e believing
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that (although there is no infallible sign th at one is
am ong the elect) the style of life of ‘worldly asceticism’ is
one that only the elect will in fact be able to adhere to.
T he tension is (somewhat) released by trying to live this
style of life, and playing down in one’s own m ind the idea
that this cannot m ake any difference to one’s
predeterm ined fate. Clearly, although this is perfectly
‘u n d erstan d ab le’, it is a description of the situation that
an orthodox Calvinist would have been b o u n d to reject if
it had been put to h im .2
However, it would obviously be a useful startin g point
in any explanation of voting behaviour to know why
people say th at they vote. O ddly enough, although people
are often asked in surveys why they voted one way or the
other (or which party they support) I do not know of any
systematic attem pt to find out by asking people why they
vote at all.
This looks like an obvious P h.D . topic for somebody.
M eanwhile,
we have
introspection
and
casual
empiricism , plus articles on the subject which are
apparently based on the same sources. All these suggest
th at we can divide the m ain motives actu atin g people into
two groups.
T h e first group consists of favourable attitudes towards
the act of voting as such (i.e. irrespective of the direction
of the vote c a s t). T his would include notions of one’s duty
as a citizen, voting conceived of as expression of support
for the system, and so on. I am inclined, however, to
doubt w hether this p ro -attitu d e to voting as such is very
w idespread. I think most people who vote start from a
preference for one outcom e rath er th an another. T here
m ay be a few people who start by deciding to vote and
then wonder how to vote — every canvasser m ust have
come across a few people who say ‘Yes, I ’ll definitely vote
b ut I w on’t decide which way to vote until I get to the
polling station’ — b u t I believe such people to be rare.
T h e second group of motives consists of favourable
attitudes to voting for one can d id ate (or in a referendum
one side on an issue) as against another. T his need not —
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and I’m pretty sure usually does not — depend on any
strong expectation of individually changing the result of
the election or referendum from what it would otherwise
be. It is quite adequately m otivated by a line of reasoning
that runs along the following lines :
(1) I should like to see X win.
(2) Assuming the votes are counted honestly, X will
win if and only if enough people vote for him.
(3) I have the opportunity to vote for X.
(4) T h ere is a certain pragm atic inconsistency in
w anting an outcom e th at will be produced if and only
if enough people vote for X and at the same tim e not
voting for X myself.
This is obviously no more than a slightly refined
variant on the quotation from Phineas Finn which
appears at the beginning of this book, and I am bound to
say that com pared to Benn’s far m ore elaborate
construction I find this to have two advantages: it is m ore
sensible and it reflects the sort of reasoning th at (I
believe) people do in fact go through.
Clearly, such reasoning is not based upon u tilitarian
premises, but since it seems m anifest th at there are very
few (if any) consistent utilitarians around it would have
to be regarded as a defect of any account p urporting to
explain why people actually vote th at it rested upon
utilitarian premises.
W hether or not the reasoning I outlined constitutes a
rational grou n d for voting is, I m ust adm it, a question
that I do not find very m eaningful. It seems to me that
‘rationality’ is a concept that can function only within a
well-specified context. However, two things can be said to
rebut any suggestion of irrationality.
First, it can at least be said that a decision to vote based
on these premises would not rest on false beliefs or
incorrect calculations. It would not depend upon a
grotesquely exaggerated idea of the probability th at the
result would tu rn on one vote, for exam ple.
Second, it would not be merely expressive behaviour.
Obviously, expressive behaviour need not be irrational in
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some weak sense of ‘rationality’: if you want to express
yourself in some way and do w hat you want then you are
not being irrational. In this hospitable sense of
‘rationality’, however, very little would fail to be rational.
(In fact, only acts carried out because of a belief that
they would have some fu rth er effect would be
candidates.) Singing songs in the b ath (to take one of
B enn’s exam ples) would be as rational a way of acting in
accordance with one’s disapproval of the governm ent as
any other — m ore if it gave m ore satisfaction.
Benn, though, appears to want a m ore stringent sense
of rationality and to show th at voting does, while singing
songs in the b ath does not, satisfy the relevant criteria. I
do not think th at he succeeds in showing th at voting and
other forms of participation are rational in any sense
stronger than th at in which all form s of expressive
behaviour may be said to be rational, in those cases in
which it is not justified by its direct instrum ental effects.
(And it is the cases where it cannot be justified by its
direct instrum ental effects that interest h im .) By
contrast, I believe th at the kind of distinction he wants
could be draw n by operating with the kind of reasoning I
(and A nthony T rollope) offered.
A ccording to Benn, to count as political a
participatory act m ust either be instrum ental —
‘calculated to effect a political outcom e’ — or it m ust be
‘m ore or less ritualistic’. Now this is, for a start, a pretty
debased view of ritual. N orm ally, somebody who engages
in a ritual thinks he is doing som ething im portant, not
that he is engaging in an act th a t is ‘symbolic and
ritualistic in its context, where no actual change can be
brought about by doing it’. He is m aking rain, eating the
body and blood of Christ, conferring a degree, opening
parliam ent, etc.
T o say th at these are rituals (or rites) is, I think, to say
roughly th at they are perform ances where the thing is not
considered to be done properly unless some strictly
prescribed cerem onial forms are gone th ro u g h . 3 Voting is
not at all highly ritualised in this sense. A wide variety of
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ways of casting votes, counting votes and announcing the
results is accepted and considerations of efficiency are
allowed quite full play.
W hat voting does have in com m on with rituals is
precisely a belief in their efficacy. If the Hopi believe that
so m any Hopi dancing for so m any hours produce so
m uch rain, it is rational for them to dance. Similarly, if
British citizens believe that so m any votes on such-andsuch a side will produce a certain governm ent, they are
rational to vote. In both cases there are ‘free rid er’
problem s, but it is, I suggest, not irrational to refuse to be
a free rider on benefits provided by others who are
symmetrically placed in relation to it (i.e. where there is
no special reason why they rath er th an you should
c o n trib u te ).
By contrast, the sense of a ‘ritualistic’ act employed by
Benn, to m ean an action from which no good can
possibly come, seems to me a parasitic one. We call an
action ‘ritualistic’ in this sense when it once had a point
but w here conditions have degenerated so th at it no
longer has a point. Thus an appeal procedure m ight be
said to be ‘ritualistic’ if the appeals are invariably and
rapidly turned down. Ritualistic behaviour of this kind
m ay be close to compulsive behaviour, as when someone
forms a habit of doing som ething and then continues to
do it after the rational justification for it has ended.
V oting could, und er certain circum stances, be
ritualistic in this derogatory sense. T hus, in some places it
is well known that election results are fixed, and th at it
has been decided in advance what results will be declared
irrespective of the actual votes cast. Voting then would
indeed be ritualistic, and it m ight well be better to
abstain as a protest. Less sharply, elections would also be
ritualistic to the extent th at politicians were corrupt and
could be expected to sell out to th e highest bidder,
whatever their promises, or if the country were so m uch
in the grip of some internal o r external power
unaccountable to and uncontrollable? by the governm ent
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that it m ade no difference who won elections and form ed
the governm ent .4
Some people affect to believe th at some or all of these
later conditions are m et in all the countries with
competitive elections, but I judge th at Benn does not and
nor do I. It therefore seems to m e an ill-service to treat
voting as a ‘ritualistic’ act m erely because a single vote is
unlikely to sway the result. This fails to m ake the crucial
distinction between countries in which the aggregate of
votes cast does determ ine the governm ent and where the
governm ent in turn does to some degree carry out its
promises, and countries where these conditions do not
hold. Voting is rational (on the basis of the kind of
reasoning I set out) in the first kind of country but not in
the second.
It seems to me the least we can ask of a theory of
participation is th at it should m ake th at distinction. But
on B enn’s theory of voting as a ‘ritualistic’ act expressing
one’s attitudes, it would seem th at voting is equally
rational in both cases. In neither is it instrum entally
rational (since ex hypothesi in neither case can an
individual vote alter things) but in both it is presum ably
rational as a ritualistic form of conventionally-designated
self-expression .5
V oting is a particularly clear case since, under
favourable conditions, the aggregate votes cast are not
merely causally efficacious but actually constitutive of the
election result. But m any other acts of individual
political participation are rational in the sense th at they
add up to an effect on the real world. Even tooting a Vsign, to take an exam ple given by Benn, m ay indeed be a
rational act. If enough people toot, they will know that
there is a lot of opposition to the occupying forces. This
may em bolden people to undertake other acts (e.g.
sabotage) of direct effectiveness, knowing they can count
on widespread support and protection, and in any case it
is b ad for the m orale of the occupying forces.
I assume, of course, th at the convention of a V-sign as
a sign of opposition has been established. My point is that
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it is not this th at makes tooting rational, as Benn would
m aintain. T h e symbolic connection is a necessary but not
a sufficient condition for the rationality of tooting.
Politics is a serious business. In any state with welldeveloped adm inistrative com petence it determ ines, by
activity or default, the distribution of food, housing,
m edical and educational services, etc., and (in
interaction with other states) w hether weapons of mass
destruction are to be unleashed. I believe th at Benn
thinks so too and is anxious to show th at it is rational to
play one’s p a rt in a serious way. But unfortunately the
form of justification he has offered, in terms of selfexpression, is a charter for frivolity. It offers aid and
com fort to the politics of the beautiful people — the
radical chic of the Boston-W ashington corridor and the
London-O xbridge triangle. T he last fifteen years have
seen too m uch of people for whom politics is a sort of
psychic adventure playground, and in my view political
philosophers should be trying to knock the props out from
under the self-esteem of these folk rath er than
rationalising it. As between Lady Bountiful and Leonard
Bernstein give me Lady Bountiful — at least the poor got
some soup and blankets out of her.
Ritualistic activity does exist in politics and provides a
lot of unjustifiable self-satisfaction to those who take part
in it. T h e last years of the C am paign for N uclear
D isarm am ent provide a perfect illustratio n . 6 I think we
should be saying loud and clear th at this is not rational
and that if people really feel concern for justice and
oppression it is up to them to look around for ways of
doing som ething about it.

NOTES
1
2

Garrett Hardin; ‘The tragedy of the commons’, Science, 162, 1968,
pp. 1243-8.
See also for a rejection of the view that Weber was a forerunner of
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6

Schutz or Winch, W. G. Runciman, A Critique o f Max Weber’s
Philosophy o f Social Science, Cambridge, 1972, especially p. 45.
‘Rite’ and ‘ritual’ both derive from the Latin ritus, simply meaning
ceremony, and the definition of both refers to prescribed forms of
observance. Rite’ was, according to the O.E.D., established first, 1
the earliest citation dating from about 1315. ‘Ritual’, derived from
the adjectival form ritualis, began as an adjective and (although the
O.E.D. does not draw the distinction) would appear to have
specialised more in the derogatory sense, in that the earliest citation
(from Foxe’s Book o f Martyrs) runs ‘Contayning no maner of
doctrine . . . but onley certayn ritual decrees to no purpose’. And,
of course, to call something ‘ritualistic’ is almost to guarantee that
no good can come of it — compare ‘individualistic’, ‘psychologistic’, ]
‘economistic’, ‘rationalistic’, ‘capitalistic’, ‘materialistic’, ‘socialistic’,
‘communistic’, ‘atheistic’, ‘scientistic’, ‘formalistic’, etc.
Thus, according to Laurence Wylie, the voter in Peyrane ‘uses the
ballot as an insult to organized power. A few literal-minded voters
cannot content themselves with expressing a destructive vote. They
write insulting words on the ballot, even though they know the
writing will cause their votes to be thrown out’. Village in the
Vaucluse, New York, 1964, pp. 330-1. Why not, if voting is just a
matter of expressing yourself and makes no difference? Wylie,
however, regards this form of ‘participation’ — where ‘the vote is
used as a gesture’ (p. 336) — as pathological and asks ‘Why do they
not act collectively and creatively to control the power instead of
simply cursing it? Why do they not make positive use of the one real
weapon at their disposal — the vote?’ (p. 331). It seems to me that
Wylie is right to see this as an alternative pattern of behaviour, but
Benn would presumably be obliged to say that ‘collective action’ is a
mirage and the choice is only between different gestures.
I like the way that J. W. Burrow puts the distinction between
rational and non-rational action in Evolution and Society, London,
1966, when he says that ‘ “non-rational" conduct may be regarded,
for our present purpose, as conduct which is reverential,
ceremonial, status-ordered, as distinct from practical, calculating,
“useful” Voting is not, it seems to me, aptly described for most
people as reverential, ceremonial or status-ordered, yet Benn’s
treatment of it as the ritual expression of a ‘role’ would presumably
bring it within the sphere of the non-rational, as defined by Burrow.
For an analysis of the Campaign for Nuclear Disarmament as a
politics of ‘symbolic protest’ see Frank Parkin, Middle Class
Radicalism, Manchester, 1968. According to Parkin ‘the main pay
off for middle class radicals is that of a psychological or emotional
kind — in satisfactions derived from expressing personal values in
action’ (p. 2).
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Comment
Martin Hollis

V oting m ay be an expressive act, Professor Benn suggests,
and none the less rational for th at. Some m en have a
conception of themselves which leads them to act out
th eir civic role by voting in rain or shine, however little
difference their vote will m ake. It will have occurred to
his audience th at the references both to self-conceptions
and to a civic role can be deleted w ithout loss. Indeed it
has occurred to Benn himself. But it seems to m e th at he
should stick to his guns.
O ne case for dispensing with a civic role is th at there is
no such role. Notoriously writers are often cavalier about
m ultiplying roles. Benn’s role of darts player, for
instance, strikes me as spurious. His reason for inventing
it is perhaps partly th at the gam e has binding rules of
play and partly th at a certain am ount of ritual goes with
it, at least in the pubs of Olde England. But nothing is
achieved by adding a role of d arts player to a description
of how darts players conduct themselves, except to create
an illusion th a t an explanation has been given. A roletheory which supplies a role for every socially significant
action explains nothing, to my m ind. T h a t is no doubt
why sociologists usually define a role as the norm ative
expectations attached to a social position. By this test, I
subm it, there is no civic role, because there is no social
position of civis. (T here is a position of elector with a
role, b ut th at role carries no duty to vote.) Yet, even if we
waive a strict definition, on the grounds th a t som ething is
expected of citizens, there is still the fact th at only in
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some social circles does the som ething include actually
voting. T h e work in B enn’s paper is therefore being done
by the agent’s own beliefs and not by a scheme of public
norms.
One case for dispensing with m ention of self
conceptions is that, while some m en do no doubt act from
principle, they do not always do it in a self-conscious,
even narcissistic way. Hence reference to a self appears
mere flum m ery, adding nothing to explain the simple
point th at some people vote as a m atter of principle.
Deleting accordingly, we seem to be left with a clearer
and equally stout thesis: casting a crucial vote is not the
only end rationally pursued by voting; the relation of
m eans to end is not always that of instrum ental act to
consequences; voting can be the expression of a
principle.
But now the m ountain has given birth to a mouse. T he
slim-line thesis says in effect th at some people vote
because they think it im portant, whatever the result. At
best this restates the original problem . At worst it lays
Benn open to a charge of trying to pass off as a tru th w hat
is but a m ethodological precept (thus m aking a
boom erang of his com plaint against Riker and
O rdeshook). Moreover, since a voter has to attach some
im portance or other to attending the poll, if he is to get
there at all, it threatens to m ake all expressive acts of
voting equally and vacuously rational.
T o avoid bathos, then, we need some constraint on
what the act of voting can be taken to express. T he act
will have to be on the one h and significant in its context
or ideal-typical, and on the other h an d rational for the
agent or expressive of a principle integral to his way of
life. T he form er requirem ent would be m et by citing a
role of civis, if there was o n e ; the latter by invoking a self,
if that added anything. W hat shall we use as a peg?
Hesitantly, I propose the notion of an identity. Being an
active citizen can be p a rt of a m a n ’s ‘social identity’, and
sociologists use that (far from clear) term to connect
individuals to the sort of scheme of significant references
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which lends itself to the construction of ideal types.
Congruently, the idea of acts of affirm ation or selfdefinition can be m ade relevant to the unsolved puzzle of
finding criteria for personal identity. A dm ittedly it is by
no m eans obvious th at ‘identity’ has the same sense in
both cases or a clear sense in either. But I am not trying
to solve Benn’s problem at a stroke — only to urge th at it
should not be debunked. E xplanation does not need a
PegMy final query is how rationality comes into the
explanation of expressive acts. Benn adm its to bringing it
in only because logic requires that a m an who really holds
a principle shall act on it when occasion arises. But I
suspect th at he also believes some principles or ends more
rational than others. If he is hinting th a t the autonom ous
m an whose social state is that of civis will rationally
express dem ocratic principles in his actions, then his
lurking tie between rationality and m orality would be
laid bare. In th a t case, he has my vote.
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Comment
C arole P atem an

I was asked by M r Benn to contribute to this discussion
from w hat he calls the ‘p articipationist’ viewpoint. The
label is convenient but we do not yet have a well-worked
out participatory dem ocratic alternative to liberal
dem ocratic theory (or p ra c tic e ). I shall thus offer an
outline of a critique of the general argum ent and
approach of the present papers th at m ight form p art of
the basis for such an alternative.
T h e most im m ediately striking feature of the papers is
the abstract an d apolitical fashion in which voting is
discussed. T he papers, including B enn’s, follow the
tradition of liberal dem ocratic political philosophy and
treat political participation or, m ore narrowly, voting, as
the result of a discrete calculation of private interests by
an isolated individual. It is assumed th at participation
can be understood, and its rationality exhibited, by
focusing on the individual separately from the operation
of the political system in which the participation takes
place — although the result of this exercise is held to tell
us som ething about actual participation in existing
liberal dem ocratic states. Given this abstractly
individualistic perspective it is hardly surprising that
voting poses a problem . Indeed, it is a problem th at
appears as insoluble as the other problem s about social
activities throw n u p by a liberal individualism notoriously
prone to scepticism. T h e problem of voting is presented
as p art of a general philosophical problem about
individual rationality, not as a political problem of
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liberal democracy. Until the n atu re of the problem is seen
differently no convincing solution will be found to the
question w hether or not voting is a rational activity.
Individuals must not be seen abstractly, but in the
context of their political relationships and, also, critical
questions must be asked about the liberal dem ocratic
political system and not merely about individual
m otivations.
This last point is related to a second feature of the
papers. Although political p articipation is virtually
identified with voting, only Barry makes any reference to
the vast am ount of em pirical d a ta available on voting . 1
Moreover, what is perhaps the most well-established
finding of em pirical political science, namely, that
political participation is an activity th at tends to be
engaged in by (m ale) individuals from upper socio
economic status (SES) backgrounds, is ignored in the
discussion. Yet to ask about the ‘rationality’ of political
participation in liberal dem ocratic states is not only to ask
why any random ly chosen citizen m ay, or m ay not,
choose to be politically active, but to ask why
participation tends to be systematically divided along
class and sex lines .2
I have suggested th at liberal, abstract individualism
must be abandoned if an answer is to be found to the
problem of voting. However, this perspective does insist
that the point of voting is its instrum ental effectiveness
for the citizen. A m ajor objection to B enn’s attem pt to
rescue the rationality of voting from Downs is that
instrum ental effectiveness flies out the window along with
baggage that needs discarding, and he reduces voting to
little more than an individual expressive gesture. If the
rationality of participation is exem plified by actions that
have little or no likelihood of being politically effective,
but are prim arily expressive, then it is difficult to see why
we are concerned w hether voting is ‘ratio n al’ or not.
W hatever the defects of liberal dem ocratic theory, it gives
a clear answer to the q u estio n : W hy is it w orth exercising
the franchise? Voting, it is argued, makes a difference to
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political life and, hence, to individuals’ lives. It is the
means through which policies can be influenced and,
potentially, the means through which individuals can
control and create their own political com m unity. Bunce
was willing to leave his family and dem onstrate for the
vote, and middle-class women were willing to undergo
the torture of forcible feeding, because they believed that
the franchise was necessary for their well-being as
individuals, w hether as working m en or m em bers of the
female sex. This is not to say th at the belief was not also
based on political principles or m orality, but th at they
expected the vote to do m ore than ‘express’ or ‘m anifest’
their beliefs; they expected it to change the social and
political world and to put the principles into practice. If
voting makes no im pact on inequality, injustice, and lack
of freedom , then it may be as rational to sing in the bath
to ‘express’ one’s principles.
Downs’s interpretation of instrum ental effectiveness is
extrem ely narrow and Barry is surely right to argue that
most people do not expect their individual vote to be
decisive. But they do expect voting to m ake a difference,
and the problem of the rationality of voting then becomes
one of the actual operation of the liberal dem ocratic
electoral m echanism . It is interesting to note th a t in the
most recent, large-scale, em pirical study o f participation,
Participation in Am erica, it is concluded th at the
problem of ‘rationality’ is th a t of the form of the electoral
m echanism , not individual m otivation or hu m an n a tu re . 3
T h e question th at has to be asked concerns the validity of
the belief th at elections work in practice as liberal
dem ocratic theory and politicians and the mass m edia
tell citizens th at it does. Are citizens acting rationally who
vote on the basis of such a belief; or is the electoral
abstention, and even greater abstention from other
conventional forms of participation by lower SES citizens
the rational response? Em pirical evidence gives support to
the latter suggestion, for it shows that a good deal of
doubt exists am ong those least likely to p articip ate th at
their vote makes any difference to the way the system
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operates. T h at this doubt is not com pletely irrational is
indicated by the evidence of Participation in America,
that political participation ‘helps those who are already
better o f f .4 Can it be seen as rational to go on perform ing
an action that reinforces a socially disadvantaged
position? And the citizen m ay well have doubts about the
worth of the franchise when she considers the activities of
the Nixon adm inistration, the dismissal of the twiceelected L abor governm ent by the A ustralian GovernorGeneral, the bloody coup in Chile, or the ‘advice’ given
by the A m ericans to the Italians on the exercise of their
vote. On the other hand, m any citizens from lower SES
backgrounds do vote, and, if account is taken of the
political culture of liberal dem ocracy, it m ight be
concluded th at these citizens are not being irrational but,
rath er, are acting as rationally as they can. B enn’s
argum ent rests heavily on the idea of ‘stan d ard ’ ways of
acting politically, and individuals in liberal dem ocracies
are told from all sides th at voting is the dem ocratic way to
act. A person may be doubtful about the point of voting
but, if she wishes to act ‘dem ocratically’, especially if
lacking in middle-class education, skills, and confidence,
m ay find it difficult to see w hat else to do.
All this raises some fundam ental questions about the
nature of voting in liberal dem ocracies. It is usually, as in
these papers, seen as the paradigm of political
participation b u t there is an im portant question to be
answered about the sense in which voting is a politically
m eaningful act for citizens. C ertainly, as Benn argues, it
is ‘functionally ratio n al’ for the system, but it is
significant th at he also refers to it as a ritual. Voting can
often (usually?) be seen as a ritual in liberal democracies
in Barry’s sense of a ‘strictly prescribed cerem onial
form ’ ; 5 unless the cerem ony is perform ed — and voting is
seen as som ething ‘special’ — a ‘governm ent’ does not
exist. Voting, it could be argued, far from being
instrum entally effective, serves as a ritual affirm ation or
legitim ation of certain individuals’ accession to office.
Citizens m ay obtain some expressive satisfaction from
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going to the polls (and surveys indicate th at m any see
voting as a duty) but their vote is em pty of real political
im pact.
T h e question of the political significance of the vote is
bound up with Hollis’s criticism th at B enn’s ‘civic role’
does not exist. Benn writes of citizens acting in a ‘public
spirited’ fashion in this role, b u t if I help an old
gentlem an across the road I may act in the right spirit but
do nothing to show th at a truly civic or political ‘role’
does, or can, exist in liberal dem ocracies. T h e decision
theory of voting has been so influential precisely because
it is a ‘scientific’ variant of the conception of the
individual central to liberal theory from its beginnings.
This conception sees the individual’s political action, like
all other actions, in term s of the pursuit of private
interests. (No wonder the vote appears of such dubious
relevance!) This paradoxical view of the citizen’s
‘political role’ is joined with a n o th e r ; 6 in voting, the
individual chooses a few others to m ake political decisions
for all, th at is in voting, the individual alienates the right
to make political decisions and denies the need for
further action on her part. Liberal dem ocratic theory
and practice rest on the denial th at citizens can have a
specifically political role. A lthough Benn criticises the
Downsian account of individual m otivation he fails to
consider its relationship to liberal dem ocratic theory and
practice as a whole. T hus he fails to see th at there are
basic problem s in trying to insert his own view of
participation, based not on self-interest but on political
principles an d beliefs, into a liberal dem ocracy th at he
takes for granted.
B enn’s criticisms of the decision-theory of individual
m otivation could be taken m uch further. N either he nor
the other contributors m ention the sex of the ‘individual’
whom they are discussing; but it is unlikely to be female.
If most political philosophy and political science h ad not
been w ritten by males for a largely m ale audience this
view of m otivation could hardly have survived so long or
been treated so seriously. Most of its proponents will deny
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it every day as they receive the services of their wives and
accept the argum ent th at m arried women are ‘n atu rally ’
m otivated by love and self-sacrifice, not ‘ratio n al’
calculations of self-interest. T o be sure, women are now
enfranchised and share the same form al opportunities for
participation as m en, but this m eans th a t either an
account of the rationality of participation has to include
both m en and women, and thus w om en’s tendency to
abstain, or the decision-theory m odel is retained as
specifically m ale and a sex-differential account m ust be
produced of the ‘rationality’ of voting.
Benn has begun to move away from the hum anly
impoverished decision-theory model but his own account
fails to get to grips with the problem w hether liberal
dem ocracy can provide an adequate basis for the actual
developm ent of a ‘political self in its citizens. Benn’s
argum ent, th at is, begs the question of the actual
relationship of individuals and their institutions,
principles, and beliefs in liberal dem ocracies. His
discussion of the responsible m oral person again treats
the individual in abstraction from political relationships.
He refers to individuals engaging in ‘creative enterprises’
which are based on principle, and which enable the
individual, in turn, to ‘test’ the principles. This is fine —
except th a t the question is by-passed w hether voting
really is an exam ple of such activity. T h e liberal
dem ocratic ‘private citizen’ is encouraged to see her life as
a collection of fragm ented, com peting, and separate
‘interests’ to which political activity has only a m arginal
relevance, and it is difficult to see how this contributes to
the building of a political self; indeed, liberal dem ocratic
political culture denies th at women are ‘natu rally’
capable of such developm ent.
Benn equips his morally responsible individual with
certain principles and here there are difficulties for his
argum ent th at run deeper th an the questions I have
already touched upon. As Schum peter graphically stated,
liberal dem ocracy is a ‘political m ethod’. T h a t is to say, it
is a m ethod or procedure for arriving at decisions, not a
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principled, collective undertaking. T here are political
principles integrally associated with liberal dem ocracy,
but these are interpreted in purely form al terms as p art of
the ‘m ethod ’; for exam ple, political equality is seen in
terms of universal suffrage and liberal dem ocratic
theorists are able to present political equality as a
common status of ‘citizens’, or as the essence of a ‘civic
role’, th at transcends all the social inequalities and
com peting interests th at divide individuals. In a trivial
sense there is thus no problem in seeing the vote as an
‘expression’ of a belief in the principle of political
equality. However, if B enn’s individual wishes to ‘give
expression’ to a principle of social and political equality
in the substantive sense th at the principle orders the
social and political relationships of the com m unity, she is
asking for som ething th a t runs counter to the liberal
dem ocratic conception of politics and political life.
Moreover, if she believes th at voting may be the way in
which such a substantive principle can be put into
practice she should consider not only the questions about
voting already raised, but also th at the ‘political m ethod’
and its electoral m echanism developed, and has been
consolidated, as the most suitable ‘m ethod’ for regulating
and m aintaining a social system where social inequalities
are dem anded by, and generated by, the capitalist
m arket economy.
Enough should now have been said to illustrate th at a
‘participationist’ will reject the claim th at the same
general argum ent and theoretical perspective can show
that it is rational for any individual to p articipate in the
liberal dem ocratic state, and provide a basis for a
participatory
dem ocratic
theory
of
political
participation. T he
latter
dem ands
a
radical
reconstruction of dem ocratic theory, including its
Conception of the political itself, together with an answer
to the question of what form of political and social
institutions will encourage instrum entally effective voting
and the developm ent of a political self, and can be
ordered by substantive political principles, or a political
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morality, on the basis of which citizens, collectively, can
create and sustain their own political community. An
argument of this kind is a return to the tradition of
Rousseau, mentioned by Benn in his opening remarks,
and a rejection of the political theory and practice that
developed as an integral part of the development of the
capitalist economy and its liberal, constitutional state.
Before the argument is swept away by the theorists of the
liberal democratic state on the grounds of ‘lack of
realism’, it is worth asking how ‘realistic’ all the years of
theorising have been that have discussed the ‘rationality’
of voting without asking some crucial questions about the
set of institutions within which the vote is cast.
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It would be interestin g to place the present discussion m ore firm ly in
the context o f th e discussion o f th e ratio n ality o f voting an d voters o f
the past th irty years or so. E m pirical studies have been happy to call
voters irratio n al an d to see this as necessary for th e sm ooth operation
o f a successful political system. Despite B enn’s atte m p t to re h a b ili
tate the ratio n ality o f th e voter he reaches (p. 21) a sim ilar c o n clu 
sion ab o u t the action o f th e citizen a n d its ‘functional ratio n ality ’ for
the system .
T h e sam e question m ust also be asked ab o u t th e ‘costs’ o f voting:
most discussions see it as u n rem ark a b le th a t the costs are reg ard ed so
differently by u p p er a n d lower classes a n d the sexes. I have discussed
costs in m y c h a p te r in G. A lm ond a n d L. Rose (e d s.), The Civic
Culture Revisited (fo rth co m in g ).
S. V erb a an d N . H . Nie, Participation in America, New York, 1972,
p. 114.
I b id ., p. 338.
T h e fact th a t ways o f counting votes, etc. m ay differ in liberal
dem ocracies does n ot alter this p o in t; religious cerem onies differ in
details too.
I have discussed th e paradoxes of the liberal dem ocratic conception
o f th e political m ore fully in m y ‘S ublim ation a n d reification:
Locke, W olin a n d th e liberal dem ocratic conception o f the
p o litical’, Politics and Society, 5, 1975, p p . 441-67.
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Rejoinder
Stanley Benn

Instrum ental and principled notions o f rationality.
Since four out of five com m entators have raised direct
questions about the concept of rational action deployed
in my paper, th a t is clearly the proper place to begin.
Barry is clearly puzzled by it (p. 43) ; Ryan says (p. 35)
he is baffled by ‘the task of giving an account of voting
which makes it wholly rational an d wholly noninstrum ental’, and asks w hether some sorts of noninstrum ental behaviour are m ore rational th an others.
W ollheim chides me gently for not paying m ore attention
to the concept o f rationality, which he finds im precise (p.
27). Hollis urges me to join substantive requirem ents
for rationality to the form al ones on which I have relied.
T o this last proposal I can reply only th at if I knew how to
do it, I gladly w ould.1
C entral to the form al notion is the requirem ent th a t a
rational agent acknowledge his com m itm ents. A person
will not be form ally rational in his beliefs, actions, or
attitudes if in adopting or m aintaining one of these he
does not take account of his existing or surrounding
epistemic or practical com m itm ents. In th e case of belief,
this am ounts at least to his having a regard for rules of
inference. In the case of action, if, having an overriding
preference for p's being the case (i.e. w anting p above
everything else) he nevertheless does nothing towards
m aking it so, there will be an unresolved inconsistency
between w hat he is com m itted to do and w hat he actually
does. These are, broadly speaking, stan d ard conditions
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for rationality in belief an d action. B ut I suggest th at we
need to recognise another, corresponding to the notion of
W ertrationalitat. If A says ‘I believe in p ’ (i.e. he cares
about p in a principled way) he com m its him self to
approving forms of action th at favour p's being the case
and to acting in ways likely to prom ote it, and conversely
for attacks on p. But there are also conventionally
appropriate ways of m anifesting this approval and
disapproval. If no instrum entally effective action were
open, there would be grounds for doubting the tru th of
A’s avowal, or his understanding of w hat ‘believing in p ’
means, if he failed to m anifest his belief in one or other of
these conventional ways. His avowal rationally commits
him to some ap p ro priate action, unless he has some
countervailing reason. Otherwise he is bound in reason to
withdraw it. ‘Not feeling like it’ or ‘not w anting to be
bothered’ will not do as a practical reason since it merely
describes an inclination; to count, the inclination would
itself have to be ‘rationalised ’2 as ‘I d o n ’t feel like it by
virtue of its being . . .’.
U nderstanding one’s com m itm ent would itself be
m otivating for anyone concerned to be rational. But
there m ay be a fu rther m otivating consideration:
accepting the alternative of disavowal m ay involve a
heavy cost. T h e agent m ay find that his other attitudes
com m it him to despising him self for not believing in p; so
he would be com m itted to a fairly radical reorganisation
of his conception of him self th a t m ay still be
unacceptable given his other principled beliefs. This is
not an appeal to narcissism. His reason for acting is his
recognition of his com m itm ent, given his belief. It is not
to think well of himself. But the practical force of his
belief, its power to move him , depends on its place in the
total structure of his principles, in the constitution of his
identity. To th e extent th a t believing in p is im portant in
it, it com m its him to appropriate action not only in a
theoretical or inferential sense of ‘com m itted’ but
practically: ‘He can ’t do anything else’, as we say.
My phrase ‘expressing one’s attitu d es’ may have misled
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my critics into believing th at I stand for a rom antic,
em otional self-expressionism. Barry in particu lar seems
to think so (pp. 44, 4 7 ). A nd Ryan asks (p. 35) w hether
my thesis is that an institution can offer opportunities for
expressing our allegiances th at others do not offer, as a
poetic m edium m ight in respect of p articu lar em otions. I
should have done better, perhaps, to have spoken of
‘m anifesting principled dispositions’. I intended to
suggest th at we form our political beliefs and attitudes
within a political culture, which supplies us, too, with a
structure of political concepts in term s of which we ‘place’
or identify ourselves. O ur political ‘selves’ are constituted
by a set of principles, ideals, and loyalties th at carry the
kind of com m itm ents I have alluded to. It is a set of this
kind, not a set of em otions or feelings, th at is expressed or
m anifested in rational action; an d it is expressed no less
in instrum ental th an in non-instrum ental action. So to
ask, as Ryan does (p. 35) : w hat is the point of an in 
dividual’s expressing his allegiances in appro p riate n o n 
instrum ental ways? is like asking for the point of a
religious person’s affirm ing his faith in God, attending
church, spending tim e in prayer, and so on. O ne m ight
take any one activity and ask what is its place in the
complex of practices and beliefs constituting ‘being
religious’. But som eone’s reason for acting in such a way
would be sufficiently characterised and rationalised (in
W ollheim ’s sense) by saying ‘he did it because he had
religious principles’, or ‘was a religious person’. In a
dem ocratic political culture voting is a standard way of
m anifesting concern for values such as justice and
freedom th a t, as W ollheim correctly points out, ‘happen
to relate to politics’ though not exclusively so (p. 28).
W hen in th e political aren a these values are seriously at
issue, a person who claim ed to care about them would
display w hat Barry terms (p. 43) ‘a pragm atic incon
sistency’ were he to abstain, as m uch as would a professed
Catholic who never went to Mass.
W ertrational action is rational, then, because it
m aintains consistency with avowed belief, even where
consequentially effective courses of action
are
unavailable. But the forms th at conventional expression
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must take are neither arbitrary nor are they like poetic
m edia th at are m ore or less apt for expressing emotions. I
suggested in the final parag rap h s of my p ap er that the
connections between principles and practices were not
random (pp. 20-1). Indeed, I invoked the notion of func
tional rationality to characterise relations such that, if
masses of people m anifested their belief in th e principle
through the conventionally ap p ro p riate practice, it
would tend to bring about a state of affairs in which the
principle prevailed. Functional rationality is rath er like
the notion th at Ryan invokes in his account of the
ideology of Prussian soldiers, whose attitudes to death,
though non-instrum ental, were (as I p u t it) such as a
benevolent dem iurge anxious to keep down casualties
m ight well have supplied them with. But while the
soldiers’ survival was prom oted by the ideology, it was,
paradoxically enough, a telos th at the believers
themselves professed to scorn. For them , the point was
surely th at battles should be won and honour preserved.
But by and large their devotion to their principle tended
to bring this about as well.
Anyone with the rational curiosity to analyse his own
principles and the forms of action to which they
com m itted him could well grasp these hypothetical
causal relations between principles, practice, and the
realisation of the ideal. I suppose Bunce could be said to
be doing just this in the epigraph from Phineas Finn.
T h at does not m ake wertrational action into
instrum ental action; but it does suggest th at the
principles for the sake of which we act generally do relate
value and action in the way th a t B arry and Bunce have in
m ind. But a rational agent would not think of this
relation as providing a direct reason for action if he
believed either th a t such action would not be general or,
conversely, th at it w ould; either way, his would be a quite
insignificant defection. His own reason for action would
have to be his com m itm ent to the principle inform ing it,
just as a religious person’s perform ance of ritual is a part
of his religious com m itm ent, however m uch or little he
expects th at a world of devout persons will actually bring
about the kingdom of God. It was to stress this connection
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that I introduced the notion of ritual th at so distressed
B arry.3

Barry’s consequentialism and 'p ragmatic inconsistency’.
Barry’s notion of ‘pragm atic inconsistency’ comes so close
to my own conception of practical rationality th at I am
surprised that he found it necessary to m ount so vigorous
an attack. This is due in part to his overestim ating his
own utilitarianism , in part to his underestim ating m ine.
O f course, my paper is, am ong other things, an attack on
utilitarianism , as unable ‘to account for and rationalise’
(in W ollheim ’s sense) certain forms of political behav
iour which (a) occur, (b) would not generally be
thought irrational, but which, (c) taking the actions of
others as constants, do not seem to show, in respect of acts
of particular agents taken in isolation, a positive balance
of probable benefits over probable costs, w hether to the
agent alone or to hum anity at large (the agent in c lu d e d ).
In such instances, a strict utilitarian would not have a
reason for political action — indeed, he m ight have a
reason for abstaining from it. However pleased he m ight
be about what other people do, his reasons for being
pleased would not be capable of m otivating him to do
sam e; there is nothing irrational in a u tilitarian ’s re 
joicing at the happy outcom e of the irrational acts of
others.
Barry’s response to this criticism is perplexing. T hough
he first concedes that all this would be true of an egoist,
he can’t resist a rescue operation, arguing that
utilitarians could overcome the problem by offering
selective incentives. But there is no disagreem ent about
th a t; indeed, my allusion to A ustralian dem ocracy
(p. 6) makes the same point. It is irrelevant, however,
since the paradox of participation is not about how to get
people to participate but to explain why they do so in the
absence of selective incentives, and why so m any people
think there is a reason why they should. Equally
irrelevant is the suggestion that there m ight be no
determ inate optim al strategy in a participation gam e in
which all players were rational egoists (p. 39). A rational
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egoist in our actual situation would be m aking a bad
mistake if he supposed his choice of strategy depended on
a gam e theoretic solution, since inductive inference is
open to him . If a 75 per cent tu rn o u t is usual, it would be
rational ceteris paribus to continue to expect it,
irrespective of w hether all those voters were being
rational in turning out.
But Barry is really prep ared to leave egoism aside as
irredeem able. Not so with utilitarianism , on b ehalf of
which he puts up a sharper fight. Voting, he claims, is an
exceptional, not a stan d ard case of political action
because it depends on threshold effects arising from the
rule ‘winner takes all’. Such effects are sufficiently
unusual for the voting paradox to be treated as a freak.
Usually, if a lot of X is good (or bad) then a little of X is
good (or bad) too. C onsequently though a certain
am ount of good dispersed through a large population
may leave only a little for each, it m ust count nevertheless
as a positive consideration because for a u tilitarian it is
the aggregate, not the size of the p articu lar share, which
counts. I have my doubts about this as an argum ent,
since the p articu lar shares m ay be so small th at the
difference between enjoying and not enjoying them may
be im perceptible. Jo n ath an Glover provided a witty
parable in a recent p ap er,4 intended to m ake a point very
similar to B arry’s. He supposes 100 villagers about to
lunch, each with 100 beans; 100 bandits descend on
them and each eats the whole of one villager’s share. A
week later, converted by the doctrine th at to take all of a
m an ’s lunch does him harm but th at the harm in taking
only one bean out of a hund red would be im perceptible
and therefore no harm at all, they again descend on the
village, but this tim e each b an d it takes only one bean
from each villager. T h e m oral is evidently th at m any a
mickle makes a m uckle.
Yet the p arable misfires. Any converted u tilitarian
bandit would now have a reason, adm ittedly, for not
robbing a single peasant of his whole bowl of beans, and
for not advocating, initiating, or approving a conspiracy
of 100 bandits to take one bean each from each villager’s
bowl. But in the absence of a conspiracy, if a bandit
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believes (a) that every other bandit would in fact take
one bean from each bowl, and one bean left to each
villager would fall below the threshold at which beans
would do a villager any good at all, then the bandit would
have a utilitarian reason for himself taking one bean from
each bowl. Alternatively (b) if he believes th at whatever
he does no other bandit would now take a bean from each
bowl, and if the loss of one bean to a villager would be
im perceptible, then the bandit would again have a reason
for taking one bean from each. Since the b a n d it’s having
100 beans is preferable to his having none, and since
every peasant would have to be indifferent as between
having 99 and having 100 beans (since he can not ex
hypothesi tell the d ifference), taking the beans is the
Paretian optim al course. Furtherm ore, if he knows th at a
conspiracy is being form ed, he has no reason for not
joining it, once it reaches the take-off point, for he can
then look forw ard to situation (a ). O f course, he can
deplore this state of affairs; but from a consequentialist
point of view there is a yawning gap between having a
reason for deploring a set-up, and having a reason for not
m aking the best of a bad job, where the ‘best’ increases
one’s own utility without m aking a perceptible difference
to the utility of anyone else. Analogously, if B arry’s
beauty spot is already so littered th at it has ceased to be
beautiful it would seem hardly worth the bother to stuff
one’s toffee pap er in one’s pocket.
Barry underestim ates the im portance not only of
threshold effects but of the probability of outcomes
weighed against costs. He loads the argum ent by
stipulating th at voting shall be taken to have only small
opportunity costs, while the success of one party rather
th an another is supposed to have m om entous
consequences. Since the expected utility of a course of
action is the sum of the utilities of its possible outcomes
each discounted by its probability, one can always m atch
an argum ent based on one of the probabilities being very
small by supposing th at the corresponding utility will be
large enough to com pensate for it. But ap art from the
dubious question w hether the probability th at my vote
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will m ake a difference of V4 per cent to the G N P is worth
m ore th an the expected utility of anything else I can do in
fifteen m inutes, there are other instances of political
action (such as acts of protest in concentration cam ps)
where the expected utility of the act is certainly negative,
since the probability th at any good could come of it is
infinitesim al, and b ru tal punishm ent virtually certain. In
my view, the inadequacy of the u tilita ria n ’s criteria for
what is to count as a reason for action is dem onstrated as
m uch by his inability to ‘rationalise’ behaviour of this
kind as to rationalise voting behaviour. For I should be
unwilling to have to say th at both were necessarily
irrational — i.e. done w ithout good reason a n d in the
face of good reasons for doing the contrary.
W hen Barry produces his own theory of voting (p. 42)
he proceeds to abandon utilitarianism as a theory of
action, at any rate in respect of p articu lar actions. If one
believes th at some form of action or practice would be
optim ific if a large n um ber of people were to engage in it,
this (if I understand B arry’s position) is a reason for that
person him self not only to approve it, to be pleased that
people are disposed to act like th at, but to act like that
himself. So voting would be ‘quite adequately m otivated’
by ‘the line of reasoning’ given (p. 43), which is ‘a
slightly refined version’ of B unce’s reasoning. B arry is
oddly cautious, however, about calling it a rational
ground for voting, because, I fancy, he has an uneasy
sense that his notion of ‘pragm atic inconsistency’ m ay be
com m itting him after all to unwelcome doctrines. It is
this notion th at does all the work, both the rationalising
and the m otivating. Since he refers to it as a ‘line of
reasoning’ which is also ‘sensible’ he must surely see
someone acting on it as having a reason for a c tio n ; and
what w arrants the inference from the First three premises
to the practical conclusion — voting — m ust surely be the
notion of pragm atic inconsistency th at appears on p. 43.
For w ithout it ‘I want X’ and ‘I will not vote for X ’ are by
no m eans inconsistent for anyone who believes either that
he will not get X even by voting for it (because not
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enough other people will) or that he will get it without
voting (because there will be enough people voting
w ithout h im ) . Since Bunce-type reasoning does not rely
on ‘direct instrum ental effects’ (p. 44) but is nevertheless
‘adequately m otivated’ (p. 43), avoiding pragm atic
inconsistency must be a form al principle of practical
reason. Barry claims th at it is not irrational to refuse to
be a free rider, if there is no special reason why you
should be exem pt from contribution. But since under
appropriate conditions there is dem onstrably a u tilitarian
reason for being one, Barry must be relying on a reason of
some other sort th at prevails against it. It could be the
notion of fairness; but Barry, like Rawls, fails to suggest
why this should be a m otivating reason in conditions not
veiled in ignorance.
Barry’s confessed liking for B urrow ’s distinction
between rational an d non-rational action (p. 48, n. 5),
which confines rational action to action calculated to
have consequential payoffs, ignores the thrust not only of
m y argum en t: th at actions for which we should norm ally
say th at an agent h ad a reason would count for Burrow as
non-rational (e.g. some voting and protest m artyrdom ) ;
it ignores just as m uch the im plications of his own thesis
that ‘pragm atic consistency’ can furnish a reason, even
when the action itself promises no consequential payoff.
B arry’s proposal for a criterion of rational action (for
th at is w hat it plainly is, though he hesitates to call it
such) is not only no n -u tilitarian (which he adm its) but is
only m ediately related to ‘efficacy’ (which, on p. 45, he
offers by im plication as one criterion of rational action) .
Downs, for instance, would regard it as politically
irrational, because inefficacious, to vote for a party you
w anted to win if you thought it had no chance. B arry’s
‘line of reasoning’ would suggest a different conclusion.
Avoiding the pragm atic inconsistency of w anting
som ething but not voting for it begins to look very like my
own notion th at there is an inconsistency in
acknowledging a principle as one’s own and doing
nothing about it. For if the act will not be efficacious in
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getting the party elected, the pragm atic inconsistency
must arise not from just wanting the outcom e, but
w anting it as Bunce w anted the ballot — because he
believed in it as a m atter of principle. It was right for him
to dem onstrate for it irrespective of the n u m b er that
turned out because it would be inconsistent to believe in it
and not to dem onstrate.
Barry may object th at no action would count as
preserving pragm atic consistency unless it w ould bring
about the desired state of affairs if done by enough
people. Indeed, his objection to my treating voting as a
ritual stems from his m istaken belief that for m e rituals
are not im portant, and from his failure to take proper
account of my suggestion th at principles and political
rituals may be connected by the very functional
rationality he has in m ind. In characterising as ritualistic
an individual’s act, done for the sake of a principle with
no expectation th at it would have direct efficacy, I m eant
that it could be seriously considered as an act avoiding
pragm atic inconsistency only if it conform ed to one of the
standard modes for expressing principles of th at kind.
Singing in the bath would not do because an essentially
private and idiosyncratic activity cannot be a way of
m anifesting a com m itm ent to a politically relevant
principle like justice or the inviolability of h u m an rights.
A virtue of ritual for the individual is th at it provides a
m edium for such expression where instrum entally
effective ways are closed to h im ; but the practice m ay be
functionally rational for all th at.
Barry takes particular exception to my characterising
voting behaviour in dem ocracies as ritualistic. Elsewhere
it may be, and then, he says, it may be better to abstain.
But since abstaining will do no good either, the point of
abstaining m ust itself be ritualistic in my sense. T h e form
of the protest is necessarily determ ined by the society’s
other political practices precisely because there is no
consequentially effective m ode available . 5 W ithin a
democracy voting m ay be ritualistic because for
individuals it is non-instrum entally rational, yet rational
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all the same because expressing in a way appro p riate to
that culture a com m itm ent to politically relevant
principles. But it may be rational in precisely the same
way in other systems provided the principles are different.
To vote for instance in the USSR would be to express
one’s com m itm ent, one’s solidarity with the socialist
order. T h e rationality of the individual act of voting or of
abstaining depends on its relation to the complex of
political practices and the principles they are generally
understood to express. Barry is right thus far, then, in
saying th at rationality is a concept th at can function only
within a well-specified context. T h at, of course, was the
point of my exam ple of tooting as a political activity.
P atem an gives an account (p. 54) of a theory o f voting
which comes very close to B arry’s and Bunce’s, and which
she seems to think would rationalise voting, were it
rational to hold the belief on which it rests: th at voting
makes a positive difference to the well-being of some or
all of the individual m em bers of a society. W hatever its
defects, she says, the liberal dem ocratic theory gives a
clear answer to the question ‘why is it worth exercising the
vote?’ A nd she appears to accept th at if an individual
believes the liberal d em ocrat’s answer he has a rational
and sufficient m otive for voting. If not, the gap rem ains
between rationally approving a practice because it would
have certain desirable consequences if enough people
participated in it, and m aking the participatory effort
oneself, believing th at it cannot affect those consequences
one way or an o th er. Now it m ay be fair criticism of my
way of p u ttin g the m atter, th at someone voting in
accordance with this theory is engaging in som ething
‘m ore than an individual expressive gesture’. But for all
the reasons I have given, it is equally w rong to say th a t his
own action exhibits instrum ental rationality. Having
some principled com m itm ent to a better form of life or
society, and believing, like Bunce and the wom en’s
suffragists, th a t if voting were general th at aim m ight be
attained, he votes on pain of being charged with
inconsistency if he does not. But the inconsistency is not
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that of willing an end but rejecting some necessary
m eans, for one’s own vote is almost certainly not
necessary to the end. T h e inconsistency is between
claim ing to approve and failing to evidence such
approval in action.
I freely concede, however, th at there is a difference
between voting because one believes in the efficacy of the
general practice, and dem onstrating one’s principled
attitudes in some ritual or conventionally symbolic way
that promises no beneficial payoff at all. It would be
frivolous to look around for purely symbolic or
conventional ways of m anifesting one’s principled
preferences if one believed th a t ready to h a n d was a form
of action th at if generally practised would get results too.
I have suggested, after all, th at voting is a conventionally
accepted way of m anifesting principled attitudes
precisely because it is also widely thought to have some
effect. But th at does not m ake it instrum entally rational
for individual voters severally. W hen action according to
strictly rule-utilitarian principles cannot also be cashed
out as act-utilitarian, its rationality is not instrum ental. It
is the rationality of consistency with principled attitudes,
of m anifesting one’s principled
dispositions in
appropriate ways, just like the rationality of the
concentration cam p m artyr. U tilitarian reasons for
action m ust either collapse into act-u tilitarian reasons, or
they cease to be utilitarian at all. But they rem ain
reasons, for all th at. So when Patem an says th at a
person’s reason for voting is th at she wishes to act
dem ocratically, even though the person doubts the point
of voting (i.e. the instrum ental p o in t) , but cannot ‘see
what else to do’, (p. 56) I take her to be m aking a point
in favour of my analysis, not one against it. For according
to my account such a person is acting rationally, using a
form of action which manifests her principled concern in
a conventionally ap p ro p riate fashion, because no
‘effective’ alternative presents itself.
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Private interest and public spirit.
I am astonished by Pateman’s sweeping claim that liberal
democratic theory ‘sees the individual’s political action ...
in terms of the pursuit of private interests’ (p. 57). One
of the virtues of representative government, according to
Mill, is that the private citizen
is called upon . . . to weigh interests not his own: to be
guided, in cases of conflicting claims, by another rule than
his private partialities; to apply at every turn, principles and
maxims which have for their reason of existence the
common good . . . . He is made to feel himself one of the
public, and whatever isfor their benefit to be for his benefit.

And Mill contrasts this with other forms of government
‘where this school of public spirit does not exist’, where
‘there is no unselfish sentiment of identification with the
public. Every thought or feeling, either of interest or of
duty, is absorbed in the individual and in the family’.6 Or
consider the following passage from L.T. Hobhouse’s
Liberalism:
in the matter of rights and duties which is cardinal for
Liberal theory, the relation of individual to the community
is everything. His rights and his duties are alike defined by
the common good . . . . An individual right, then, cannot
conflict with the common good, nor could any right exist
apart from the common good 7

And he says, of Gladstone: ‘By habitually calling upon
what was best in men, he deepened the sense of public
responsibility and paved the way, half unconsciously, for
the fuller exercise of the social conscience’.8 More
recently, John Rawls claims that
the grounds for self-government are not solely instrumental.
Equal political liberty when assured its fair value is bound to
have a profound effect on the moral quality of civic life . . .
The public will to consult and take everyone’s beliefs and
interests into account lays the foundations for civic friend
ship and shapes the ethos of political culture.9
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Rawls then paraphrases the passages from Mill quoted
above, together with others of sim ilar intent.
P atem an makes the mistake, perhaps, of identifying
the whole of liberal theory with one strand, the ‘toughm inded ’ strand, which, it is true, has tended to furnish
Anglo-Am erican political scientists since W orld W ar II
with their models. But even with these it is im p o rtan t not
to confuse heuristic devices with psychological analysis.
P atem an ’s reference (p. 57-8) to m ale theorists who as
sume m otivation to be selfish because they overlook, or
take for granted, the selfless devotion of some wives and
m others to their husbands and families, seems to miss
both the theoretical point m ade by Mill, when he
contrasts public spirit with absorption in the individual
and in the family, and the apparently sim ilar point m ade
by Downs, in assim ilating precisely the same ‘personal’
identification to ‘selfish’ interests, however ‘selfless’ in
another sense they may be. For Mill, the virtue of public
spiritedness is th at it extends beyond face-to-face
relations and personal affections. K ant could have
endorsed it as a truly m oral virtue for th at reason.
T he sim ilar distinction m ade by Downs has, however,
quite a different purpose: to show the possibility of a
theory of dem ocracy that does not require public spirit.
W hat is necessary for a political system, as Downs
understands it, is some conflict of interests. As W icksteed
says10 of the economic theory of the m arket, it requires
not selfishness but ‘non-tuism ’. W ithout conflict, there
could be society but not politics. T he first part o f my
paper was designed to show why, like P atem an, I doubt
the adequacy of Downs’s theory but for the reason th at it
fails to account for the participation in mass politics that
does actually occur. I offer as either an alternative or as a
supplem entary hypothesis th at fulfilling the conditions to
which professed principles com m it one is a form of
rational action, and that some voters at least m ay have
this as their reason for participating. Acting for such
reasons constitutes ‘rational action’ in a sense that
enlarges Downs’s conception, but in a direction that
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seems to be completely in the spirit of Mill, H obhouse,
and Rawls. None of them would find difficulty in
understanding why it is rational to act on principle, nor
would be happy, I im agine, with Downs’s theory either as
m oral or political prescription, or as political psychology.
I m ake the additional claim for my hypothesis th at it
shows that some people, w ithout irrationality or
inconsistency, could particip ate und er some conditions
and not under others.

Values, roles, and a sense o f duty
T hough
inclined
to
accept
my
criticisms
of
instrum entalism , Ryan is sceptical of my alternative,
preferring a far sim pler account of why people tu rn out to
vote. They have, he suggests, a sense of duty, and so long
as the cost does not rise above a certain threshold they do
not question its prescriptions. A nd the m ore im p o rtan t
the issues the greater the sense of obligation, and
presum ably the higher the threshold.
Now if we take the phrase ‘a sense of duty’ strictly
literally, this account will not show voting to be ra tio n a l;
nor will it explain the w idespread conviction th at there
are reasons for voting. For why is doing what one is
prom pted to do by one’s sense of duty any m ore rational
th an laughing when p rom pted by one’s sense of hum our?
Both seem neither rational nor irrational but
nonrational. Such an account would be consistent with
the crudest subjective in tu itio n ism : confronted with
conditions C, A gets the feeling he has to vote, so he votes.
Or in a concentration cam p, he feels (or senses) th at he
has to defy the guards, so he does. Now some people may
indeed behave like th at, and be incapable of giving any
rational account of themselves afterw ards. But the
account certainly fails to meet W ollheim ’s conditions for
a theory that rationalises political action.
By contrast, I claim for my solution the m erit of
m eeting W ollheim ’s conditions. It postulates an ordering
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of role-preference orderings related to the principles
acknowledged as one’s own. W hen the issues at stake in
politics affect one’s principles in an im p o rtan t degree, the
ordering of roles assigns to action in o ne’s political role a
high priority, so that one’s interp retatio n of o n e’s duty in
that situation is th at one should act politically. One may
well have duties by virtue of this role in other situations
too, but if they touch o ne’s principles at less sensitive
points one may well assign a higher preference to the
duties (i.e. to the role-preferences) of some other role.
And this would be perfectly consistent with one’s total set
of principles, what Hollis is disposed to call o ne’s social
identity (a term I like well enough, though I am unsure
what work the adjective is supposed to do) .
But perhaps I am taking R yan’s expression ‘a sense of
duty’ too literally. His reference to a person who does not
‘question the cost of his social duties’ so long as he thinks
he is paying only ‘his fair share of tim e and effort’ suggests
that he really has in m ind someone concerned to act
fairly, to do his bit to m ake favoured institutions w ork . 11
Now it is not obvious th at, in the absence of independent
m oral postulates, a concern for fairness is itself a
requirem ent of rationality as such. At any rate, Ryan
does not claim th at it is. A dm ittedly someone following
Rawls would say that persons in ‘the original position’
would have a reason to favour the cultivation of such a
co n cern ; but that will not provide a reason for someone
not in th at position to adopt fairness as one of his own
principles. One m ust simply accept it as given, therefore,
that R yan’s citizen is concerned to act on th at principle,
as the m orally responsible person of my theory cares
about acting for the sake of freedom and justice. In this
respect Ryan and I are in the same b o at; neither of us
provides conclusive reasons for acknowledging these
principles as one’s own.
T he relations between these principles and voting are
not, however, the same. Supposing it unlikely that an
individual’s act could m ake the crucial difference to the
outcom e, it would be rational for my citizen to
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participate nonetheless because his avowed principles are
appropriately and conventionally expressed in this way.
R yan’s citizen’s reason would be m ore direct. If he
recognised, with Bunce, th at ‘the waters from all the
countries is what makes the ocean’, and if he believed
th at others like him self should favour some state of
affairs, then his concern for fairness m ight com m it him to
participate alongside others in trying to bring it about by
whatever form of action would be effective if widely
practised. Not th at his own action would be
instrum entally rational on that account — for I have
postulated th at its m arginal effect would be negligible.
Its rationality would consist in its being required by the
principle th at he acknowledges — in this instance one
th at commits him to doing whatever he would wish that
everyone would do to bring about the desired state. Or
rather, it would be required of him provided there was
reason to expect that enough people would do it to give
reasonable chance o f success. For a person who claim ed
to care about the survival of a dem ocratic system could
not be accused of acting unfairly if he did nothing
towards it, if hardly anyone else did anything either. T he
obligation of fairness seems to presuppose some degree of
reciprocity. People who care only about fairness are thus
exonerated when others defect. By contrast, someone
who cares about liberty, hum an rights, or justice (in a
sense broader than fairness) has a less conditional
com m itm ent. W hether others go along will not affect it,
any m ore th an will the absence of directly effective forms
of instrum ental action. For there are conventional ways
of m anifesting concern for principles irrespective of other
people. T he only way to show th a t one cares about
fairness, however, is to do one’s bit in collaboration with
Others.
Both R yan’s account and my own will rationalise some
voting behaviour by drawing on a notion of n o n 
instrum ental rationality, even though his relies
specifically on a concern for fairness where I am prepared
to include a broader range of principles. Since both
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accounts show only th at there could be reasons for voting
that are not instrum ental, there is no need at the level of
theory construction to choose between them . One
account m ay fit some voters, anoth er m ay fit others; the
im portan t point is th at both invoke a notion of rationality
to meet cases where instrum ental rationality will clearly
not do the trick. O f course, neither can rule out the
further possibility th at some voters do not vote for reasons
at all, b u t just out of h ab it or because they respond to
other people’s cues.
One consequence of the difference in stress between
R yan’s account and my own is th at I can rationalise
apparently quixotic acts, like concentration cam p
protests, th at escape his net. For the prisoners who do not
protest, despite their principles, are not lacking in
fairness; they simply lack the courage of their convictions
th at oth er m ore heroic protesters possess.
Interestingly, Ryan and I both use a threshold-type
notion. But m ine works in the reverse direction from his.
A ccording to his account, a person is moved by his sense
of duty to act politically unless the cost rises above a
certain threshold, the level of which varies with the
im portance of the issue. For m e, a person will be disposed
not to act politically unless either he enjoys being part of
the political scene, or the issue stirs a principled concern
sufficient to give political action a degree of priority over
other action preferred by other roles. Because the
opportunity cost of voting is generally low (as Barry has
pointed o u t ) , and because in some democracies at least
the choice of governm ents is widely believed to have
im portan t principled consequences, in general elections,
for very m any electors, the threshold where the voting
role takes over will com m only be crossed. In local
elections, however, m any m ore people abstain. Ryan
would say, I suppose, th a t in these cases the threshold
beyond which a voter starts to question his social duties is
so low th at the sense of duty — or fairness — th at is
ordinarily sufficient to move him in general elections is
here inhibited by the cost, even though this is no greater
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in local than in general elections, and is, in any case, very
low. According to my account, the principled concerns
which motivate him in general elections are not stirred in
local elections, and other role-preferences — or his
personal preference-ordering — take priority over them .
W ollheim asks w hether my revised account of the
rationality of participation junks’ the social action
schema. It does not. On the contrary, the notion of an
ordering of preference orderings (an identity or
acknowledged way of life) which in a p articular situation
generates a preference for an action deriving from the
role preferred as appropriate to th at situation, is clearly
central to my thesis. W hat I have discarded is the simple
decision-theory instrum ental model which was my point
of departure. I adm it (pp. 12-13) th at my m ore complex
model lacks the heuristic attractions for political science
of the simpler one. Nevertheless it provides a way of
interpreting as rational not only action which cannot be
accounted for instrum entally, but, under different
conditions, abstention too. For we need to account not
only for voting in general elections, and abstention in
local ones, b u t also for non-participation in constituency
politics, trad e union elections, and so on. Most of the
tim e other things are just m ore im portant. T hen, at the
other
extrem e,
my
model
accounts
for
the
instrum entally-pointless act of dedication
under
conditions where the issues are so im portant th at m aking
m anifest one’s political principles overrides all else.
I cling to the notion of a civic (or political) role, then,
because it enables me to say that A acknowledges his
obligation qua citizen to do x, but rationally sets it aside
in favour of som ething m ore im portant in that situation.
Some men in Lucius Junius B rutus’s situation would have
put being a father before the civic role in the exercise of
which he sentenced his sons to death. W hat should one do
if one finds out that one’s brother or one’s friend is a
terrorist? W ollheim ’s apparen t preference for an analysis
in term s of ‘com m itm ent to certain values’ overlooks th at
we m ay be com m itted to a num ber of values th at point us
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in different directions, according to the m oral standpoint
or role from which we survey our m oral dilem m a. To the
extent th at we have a coherent set of principles, we have a
way of settling which of our possible role-obligations is to
be preferred. It is not only, then, th at having a political
principle one has a com m itm ent to act in a certain way;
it is also th at though one has it, one does not always have
to act on i t ; for it does not exhaust one’s identity. O ne’s
identity is not constituted by any single role, nor by any
single principle with the com m itm ents it carries for a
given set of roles ; it consists in the coherence of a secondorder preference structure, and one’s disposition to act on
that.
I cannot accept, therefore, W ollheim ’s way o f using the
distinction between criticising someone as a soldier and
criticising him tout court — as a m an. If I criticise a
soldier for run n in g away, it is because he is not doing his
duty as a soldier which, as a m an, he ought in this case to
do. But if I deplored the war, I m ight very well condem n
him for not running away, thinking the worse of him for
giving priority to his m ilitary duty in this situation. Why
should I not say the same of a m an qua citizen? Bunce
took the view th at his duty qua citizen was to dem onstrate
in favour of the ballot, and th at this overrode his duties
qua husband and father to stay safely at hom e. Mrs
Bunce thought he h ad got his priorities wrong, as wives
(in times past, at any rate) have often thought about the
priority their husbands assigned to their dangerous
political com m itm ents. F inn’s view, perhaps, was that
Bunce was confused about his duty ‘as a respectable
citizen’ which, so far from conflicting with his roles of
husband and father, required him no less than they to
stay safely at hom e. But Finn did not share Bunce’s strong
principled belief in the ballot.
W ollheim supposes (pp. 27-8) th at I would want to
establish th at the abstentionist who thinks of himself as a
citizen, b u t who thinks it a waste of tim e for citizens to get
m ixed up in dem ocratic politics, is irrational. But this is
by no m eans necessarily the case. Suppose the
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abstentionist understands perfectly well the kind of
obligations or role-preferences being a citizen entails. If
ever he felt called upon to act qua citizen he would know
what he was com m itted to. But if he cared very little for
any principle or value ordinarily involved in politics, but
cared only, for instance, for the ballet, his civic rolepreference would rarely be cued-in. Still it would be
irrational for him not to bother to vote against a party
that, like the puritans of seventeenth century England,
proposed to ban dancing. But I am far from arguing that
everyone who acknowledges the role of citizen has a
reason for having a second-order ranking of roles that
would always assign high priority to political action. I say
only th at someone having politically relevant principles
will be living in a happy time if he does not find th at on
some occasions he has a reason for acting politically, and
ceteris paribus would be failing in rationality were he not
to do so.
Of course, one may criticise the a political balletom ane
as a pretty irresponsible type; we may criticise him , as
W ollheim says, as a m an. But that would be to m ake a
substantive criticism of his second-order preference
ordering — to say that he is morally defective for not
caring about things he ought to care about. I have
already confessed my inability to determ ine satisfactorily
w hether th at kind of m oral defect can also be shown to be
a defect of rationality. Hollis clearly thinks it can be, and
I should like to think th at it is. But I have only weak
argum ents for saying it is.
I have taken no account so far of an objection from
both W ollheim and Hollis th at the role of citizen on
which I rely so heavily does not exist. T his puzzles m e:
there m ust be a m isunderstanding about w hat constitutes
a role. I agree of course with Hollis th at ‘a role-theory
which supplies a role for every socially significant action
explains ‘no th in g ’ (p. 49). My incautious and elliptical
invocation o f the role of darts player was m eant to refer
not to someone who knew how to play and occasionally
played ; I had in m ind a m em ber of a team , who played
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regularly at his pub with a group who therefore had
legitim ate expectations of his behaviour. A darts player
in this sense would be failing in role-perform ance if he
turned up late for a m atch because he took tim e off to
vote. An aficionado m ight criticise him ‘as a m a n ’, for not
putting first things first.
Why, then, should there not be a civic role? Does our
political culture ask nothing of individuals in th eir public
capacity? T he R om an R epublic h ad a very clear notion of
a citizen’s role and took C ato and Brutus as paradigm
perform ers. T he A thenians distinguished those who were
active in their civic role from others who had the status
but lived ‘idiotic’ lives. I do not think we have altogether
lost this understanding. A cting in one’s civic role is surely
what we do when we act ‘public spiritedly’. I m ean m ore
by this, of course, than P atem an ’s helping old gentlem en
across roads (p. 57). T h a t is a m anifestation of
benevolence, not of public spirit. My reference to
Voltaire (p. 15) makes th at distinction, at least im 
plicitly. Obvious and specific instances of m anifesting
public spirit would be voting, not evading jury service,
not using tax dodges th at sail close to the wind,
m aintaining an interest in public affairs, and in the spirit
of H arold W ilson’s ‘social c o n tract’, helping the economy
by deciding not to press for wage increases. In w artim e
B ritain it m eant volunteering for ARP and Hom e G uard
duties. They act like good citizens who do their bit. A nd I
take it th at a ‘good citizen’ is one whose second-order
preference-ordering (unike th at of Epictetus or the
hippies) places the role of citizen (i.e. perform ing public
spirited acts) very high m uch of the time.
Patem an, while not disputing th at a civic role could
exist, argues not m erely th at liberal theory leaves no room
for one (an objection I have already repudiated (see
pp. 73-5) ), but th at the liberal dem ocratic practice does
not ‘provide an adequate basis for the actual develop
m ent of a “political s e lf’ ’, a term I have used myself in
this Rejoinder (p. 63). I suspect, however, th at Patem an
and I m ean rath er different things by it.
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Patem an asserts that the liberal dem ocratic political
culture encourages a ‘ “private citizen” . . . to see her life
as a collection of fragm ented, com peting, and separate
“interests” to which political activity has only m arginal
relevance,’ which does not contribute ‘to the building of
a political self (p. 58). Now it is certainly true that
liberal dem ocratic culture recognises th at someone may
have very diverse interests, a.nd th at some of these may
com pete with others, in the sense th at acting in
accordance with one of his acknowledged roles he may be
unable to do w hat another requires of h im .12 My account
of an ordering of preference orderings, constituting one’s
identity or way of life, was designed, however, to show
th at this need not be fragm entary; on the contrary, I
presented a sketch of a m orally responsible person whose
achievem ent was th at he h ad m ade of it a coherent
whole. His principles — the things he believes im portant
— ‘cue in’ his roles and his role-preferences in a complex
but consistent way. Now for me, the civic role is
adm ittedly one am ong o th ers; when or w hether it is ‘cued
in ’ will depend in part on the conditions in which a
person finds himself, in part on the set of principles by
which he orders his roles. For some, principles that
dem and active attention to politics rate high; these I
have called participationists. But there are other people
— I suggested a balletom ane, but a religious mystic may
illustrate the point better — who rate political action and
political principles as relatively un im p o rtan t, whose civic
role is rarely ‘cued in’. They too have ‘political selves’ as I
understand th a t term . T hey may know very well what
they think about public affairs, they u n derstand their
civic role — b u t they attach little im portance to these
m atters most of the time, believing th at only rarely do
they w arrant diverting attention from higher spiritual
concerns.
P atem an ’s criticism of my theory am ounts to this: I
have overlooked that liberal dem ocracy does not
encourage the developm ent of persons with sets of
principles tending to ‘cue-in’ political participatory
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action as a general thing. A nd I im agine th at only rolepreference orderings of th at kind count for P atem an as
political selves. For her the adjective is a way of
characterising a certain kin d of p erso n ; for me it is a way
of referring to just one aspect of any person, the
im portance of which in his total way of life will vary from
one person to another. Accordingly, it would not be a
source of incoherence in my theory of particip ation if
liberal dem ocracy failed to generate a very high level of
political concern, provided it generated enough to get a
lot of people to the polls who had no specifically personal
reasons for going. And th at, as Barry and Ryan have
pointed out, does not need a very high level. However, if
Patem an could dem onstrate th at mass particip atio n in
the liberal dem ocratic forms can m ake no significant
contribution towards the realisation of the principles and
ideals which, I have claim ed, are conceptually and
standardly connected with such action, she would have
underm ined the tentative claim of the final p a rag rap h of
my paper th at there is a fu n c tio n a l rationality in the
conceptual scheme th a t links voting with the
m anifestation of political principles. But she would not
have shown th at anyone em bracing these principles, and
seeing no more effective course o f action available to him ,
would be irrational to m anifest his principles by voting.
Indeed, th at seems to be precisely her own view, when she
defends the action of the person who ‘wishes to act
“dem ocratically” ’, but who, lacking middle-class e d u c a 
tion, skills and confidence, doesn’t know what else to do
( p . 56).
The descriptive adequacy o f my account
In sticking to the social action schema I will have
disappointed W ollheim, who doubts whether such an
account can ‘lay claim to descriptive adequacy’, because,
I suppose, he thinks people do not see issues in th at way.
A theory th at would both account for and ‘rationalise’
political participation m ust capture, says W ollheim , the
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conceptualisations and the argum ents th at determ ine or
regulate behaviour; it is not enough th at they be
observationally adequate. I take this to be an instance of
what Barry rejects — a ‘purist’ dem and th a t such a theory
m ust ‘account for the actor’s behaviour in term s th at he
him self would recognise’ (p. 41). I am inclined to agree
with Barry th at there are some kinds of explanation th at
need not satisfy this condition. But if, as with the theories
discussed in my paper, the aim is to explain what occurs
as ‘ratio n al’, W ollheim ’s condition surely must be
satisfied. Otherwise one would have to say, as some
economists do, th at people behave ‘as if they were
rational. But while accounts of ‘as if ratio n al’ behaviour
may generate useful, even verified, predictions, they
cannot ultim ately explain phenom ena, nor account for
the reliability of the predictions they generate. For unless
these people really were rational, one would be left
wondering at the extraordinary coincidence of their
regularly behaving as if they were. I feel bound,
therefore, to accept W ollheim ’s challenge. An account of
a person’s action as rational must be one th at, were he
honest with himself, he would recognise and
acknowledge.
But w hat stands in the way of som eone’s
acknowledging my social action schem a as a form al
conceptualisation of his own decision experience? O f
course, he would not have in his m ind a m ap of his
preference structure labelled as I have labelled it; but is
it so im probable th at someone should see him self as
com m itted by his principles to complying with the
requirem ents of one of his acknowledged roles rath er
than another? I am not claim ing th at all participatory
action and abstention can be adequately explained as
rational using my social action schem a. T here are people
no doubt who avow principles b u t do not act on them ,
not because other roles are cued in by their other
principles but because they are careless or self-indulgent.
Perhaps we should say of them at least th at they have no
real principles. O r consider the tra d e union m em ber who
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com plains bitterly about corruption or injustice in union
adm inistration but has never been to a b ran ch m eeting or
cast a vote for the executive. Should we not be justified in
calling him irrational for doing nothing, while m aking a
fuss which acknowledges th at with his professed
principles he has reason enough for action? I have, in
short, no way of telling how m uch political activity and
apathy th at slips through the instrum entalist net will be
caught in the finer meshes of my own. It seems worth
while pointing out, however, th a t there are a nu m b er of
forms of action th at I can rationalise which alternative
schem ata cannot.
On giving aid and com fort to the radical chic
I do not share B arry’s belief th at a political philosopher
should be trying to knock the props out from u n d er the
self-esteem of ‘the beautiful people’, ‘the radical chic’,
rath er th an rationalising it. T h eir self-esteem is not our
concern. O ur job is to assess the rationality of forms of
actions, applying such notions of rationality as seem to be
current and available to us. If certain distasteful forms
tu rn out to be rational enough, using concepts of
rationality necessary for m aking sense of other forms of
action th at it would be u nacceptable to exclude, it surely
w ouldn’t do to stiffen the requirem ents for the express
purpose of excluding the ones we d id n ’t care for.
Barry castigates ‘the radical chic’ for frivolity. On my
account someone would count as frivolous if (a) there
being a form of action th at m anifested some im portant
principle and prom ised good consequences and outraged
no other im p o rtan t principle, he preferred a form of
action th at was only expressive. A nd I should certainly
consider th a t irrational — I am not against acting for the
sake of good consequences. O r ( b ) , he m ay attach
im portance to ideals th at are trivial and then act with
strict form al rationality consistently with them . This
would be a case of substantive irrationality, supposing
there are ways of justifying the charge. Or ( c ) , he may
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act for the sake of the satisfaction o f believing th at he has
acted for the sake of a principle. T his is a case of
narcissistic bad faith, and since it is incoherent as a
motive, it m ust surely be irratio n al. I have tried to
distinguish this case from one of acting noninstrum entally on principle. T he CND radicals m ay have
been at fault in all of these ways — or in none of th e m ;
but to those th at were at fault m y paper should give no
comfort.
But my analysis was intended to rationalise not only
relatively costless acts like voting, and somewhat m ore
costly ones like political dem onstrations, but also ones
th at are very costly indeed, like the acts of defiance of the
forgotten m artyrs of the concentration camps. Barry
needs to take care th at in refusing the cachet of
rationality to the frivolous he does not deny it at the same
tim e to the most courageous albeit the most
consequentially pointless m anifestations of the hum an
spirit.

NOTES
1 I have made timid moves in this direction in ‘Freedom, autonomy,
and the concept of a person’, Aristotelian Society Proceedings, 1975h. LXXVI. I do not think I can usefully attempt more in the present
discussion. But see also S. I. Benn and G. W. Mortimore, ‘Can ends
be rational? The methodological implications’ in S. I. Benn and G.
W. Mortimore (eds.), Rationality and the Social Sciences, London
1976.
2 I am adopting Wollheim’s use o f ‘rationalisation’, not Freud’s.
3 My use of ‘ritualistic’ seems to have been particularly offensive. If
English usage limits ritualistic to empty rituals, as Barry suggests,
then I plead guilty to misuse of the word. It must be clear, however,
from the whole of sec. V that that could not be the meaning
intended.
4 It makes no difference whether or not I do it’, Aristotelian Society
Proceedings, Supplementary Vol. XLIX, 1975, pp. 171-90 (esp
pp. 174-5).
5 The case of the voters of Peyrane (p. 48, n. 5) is interesting in this
connection. Viewed from the standpoint of the functional
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rationality of a democratic system, their conduct is certainly
pathological. But it would not necessarily be so, given Olson’s
account of the difficulties of providing collective goods. It may not
be personally rational (in Downs’s sense) for any particular person
to organise collective opposition; so there is no vehicle available for
rational consequentialist action. Someone has to care deeply to
make the sacrifices and accept the risks of leadership. Till then, the
rest express their frustration and their attachment to justice in the
only way open to them — by psephical cursing.
J.S. Mill, Representative Government, Chap. III. In the Everyman
edition, Utilitarianism, Liberty and Representative Government,
see p. 217.
L.T. Hobhouse, Liberalism, London, 1911, pp. 126-7.
Ibid., p. 106.
J. Rawls, Theory o f Justice, Cambridge, Mass., 1971, pp. 233-4.
P. H. Wicksteed, The Common Sense o f Political Economy, Lon
don, 1946, Vol. 1, p. 180.
Views expressed to me by Ryan in personal correspondence after he
had seen a first draft of this Rejoinder have led me to think that this
is indeed what he meant, and to insert the passage that follows in
reply.
I doubt whether Green, Bradley, or Bosanquet would have been
satisfied with this. But maybe Pateman would not count them as
liberals.
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